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THE

S H I R BUR N I A N.

No. CCCLXXIX. JULY, 1929.

EDITORIAL.

JOURNEY'S END.

VOL. XXXV.

"There is a charm in endings. Slightly perhaps, in poetry, but more
acutely in public speeches and the longer forms of musical compositions
one becomes aware of it. The dying fall, the envoi, the peroration strike
upon grateful ears; athletes become almost interesting in their last lap;
curtains, which rose in silence, fall in applause."-PhiliP Glledalla.

W E have always believed it the duty of the Editorial
of a School Magazine to mirror the feelings of the

moment, to speak out what otherwise might pass unnoticed
or forgotten, to act rather as epilogue to the events it
describes, than prologue to their description. The Summer
Term is over, the scholastic year is finished, the School has
added another unit to its centuries, and the Editors bring
their little term of office to a close. Are we to be sentimen,
tal, cynical or serious? All three, we think-to meet the
varying moods of the occasion. The halo of an ending hangs
about us. The leavers, who crept here unheralded and un,
noticed, receive on the eve of their departure afaint measure of
interest and curiosity, which marks them off, whatever their
position in the School, from the mass of common men. They
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are vaguely preached at from pulpit and from desk; small boys
sometimes stare at them as interesting phenomena, when
'Valete' or 'Godspeed' are sung; they are noted as wearing
O.S. ties on the last morning; they are shaken endlessly by
the hand and endlessly wished good luck.

By the help of these outside stimuli, there is infused into
the mind of each leaver the idea, that he is doing something
really significant, that yesterday he was a Boy and to,day a
Man, that he has put away childish things and has entered
into 'the Great Battle of Life.' The new boy, who has just
left his preparatory school will, no doubt, remember some'
thing of the same symptons when he was leaving it. And
has he found himself any different? No, of course hehasn't,
he probably has reverted back a stage or two into infancy;
for at his preparatory he may have been a prefect, and here
he is a fag. These dramatic moments of sudden change are
but Illusion, symbols of things which have either already
taken place, or may do so in the future, but which never
happen at the time in question.

But Illusions for us have always a greater significance
than Reality. They are far more accommodating and allow
us to split up our existence into stages, thus giving a mis,
leading appearance of direction and progress to something,
which is usually aimless and stationary. We revel in them
and lavish sentiment upon them, that is to say, we become
sentimental because they are Illusions. No one is, or can be,
sentimental over Reality.

However, whether we are men or boys, we are leaving
something that has been the hub of our existence for at least
four years, perhaps more. What are we taking with us from
the Palace Beautiful? A medium, standard quality Public
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School Character, with a capacity for boring and being
bored, outside our regular work and amusements-shall we
say? True enough-but what of the rest? The games,
the conversations, the remarks, the practical jokes, Oh ! and
the work, which have made up our life here, they will all
fade, fade into a dim mist of rosy reminiscence, with which
we shall contrast to its disadvantage our life as we grow
older. Has our youth deserved this? Have we always been
happy, eager, enthusiastic? Naturally not, often we have
felt sick and sorry, bored and tiresome, stupid and sarcastic.
Above all we have suffered from the greatest trial of child,
hood, the incapacity to control our instincts-making us
greedy when we would have our friends think us well,
mannered; conceited, when merely nervous or unsure of our
position; quarrelsome and annoying, when at heart friendly
and well intentioned; a buffoon or sot, when we only want
to be funny. But the Ending mercifully hides all this; we
no longer have the Life we have lived, but grasp at the last
faint shadows of it. Memories of the country through
which we have roamed-the sun in a fiery glow over
Sedgemoor, sinking into the Quantock hills; Blackmore Vale
lost in a haz;e of blue with the outline of High Stoy and
Bulbarrow just visible in the distance; the Abbey in all its
moods, stark and grim on a winter afternoon, mellow and
glorious on an autumn evening, sweetly gracious early on
a summer morning when the dew is still wet on the grass.
Memories of people-the look of the maz;e of legs in a scrum,
the long line of mouths all occupied with food in a house
lunch, the school at cricket, chequering prettily with white
the flat green fields, and the pink and brown of wet naked
bodies in the bath.

We take all these and go, like children at a Christmas
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party eager to see what presents are in store for us in the
next room. And shall we be missed? We must not flatter
ourselves with the hope of an instant's regret. Life is too
exacting, moves on too fast. Our fags will have been prefects
and left ere we have time to return. And, indeed, why
should anyone regret anyone else, except very occasionally
for personal reasons? Men do not love each other any more
because they are acquainted-probably less. Yet in years to
come, having nothing in common in outlook or character,
coincidence will throw us together and we shall perhaps
find friendship and satisfaction in the eternal 'Do you
remember.'

SCHOOL NEWS.

Congratulations to the following on being presented with
School Colours :-

1ST XI.
June 17th-J. A. Tallent

J. F. B. Carey
K. F. F erguson

July 7th-R. J. Brown
July 19th-C. D. B. Smith

2ND XI.
June 17th-A. A. E. Morgan

C. D. B. Smith
July 7th-D. H. D. Alexander
July 8th-P. W. Williams

P. L. Warren
J. E. Le M. Halliley
G. D. Lean
F. \"1. Fegen

July 19th-C. C. Mallock
D. E. Carey
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COLTS' CAPS.
July 2nd-Carey tert.

Oxley
July 14th--Lyle

Fox ma.
Evans mi.
Manning
Hogg
Smith quart.
Candler

July 21st-Smith mi.
Penno
Vv'ilson mi.
Jacob
Bowman
lnnes

O.S. NEWS.

95

G. C. Ashmore (g) has been made an Under Officer at the
R.M.A., Woolwich.

A. \V. Carr (a) has again been chosen to captain the English
XI-this time against South Africa.

C. Day-Lewis (d) has written a third book of poems, entitled
"Transitional Poem," to be published this autumn by the
Hogarth Press in their" Living Poets" series.

R. C. Keary (corporal), represented the Royal Air Force
College, Cranwell, against R.M.C. at Hockey; against R.:M.A.
at Cricket.

ENGAGEMENT.

The engagement is announced between Frank Humphrey
(b, 1920.25), elder son of A. G. Wright (formerly of the Straits
Settlements) and 1\1rs. vVright, of Fir Toll, Mayfield, Sussex,
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and Helen Marion, second daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nowell
Smith, of High Ham, Langport, Somerset, formerly of Sher
borne School.

BIRTH.

Balding-On July 1st, 1929, at 91, Church Road, Hove, to
Ena, wife of Lionel E. Balding-a daughter.

Glbitllar}?

CAPTAIN DAVID EDWARD MANTELL \VOODHOUSE, M.C.,
The Cameronians (Scottish Rifles), formerly of the 7th Battalion,

The Queen's Own (Royal \Vest Kent) Regiment.

(School House, 1910-14).

On June 18th, 1929, David \Voodhouse was released from a
long illness, most bravely and patiently borne, which culminated
in an operation. He only survived a short time.

There was no more loyal Shirburnian than David Woodhouse,
and Ills devotion to the School, where he W:lS intensely happy
and was an outstanding personality, was deep and genuine. Of
his military ability others, who have served with him in the
Regular Army, are doubtless better qualified to speak, but one
who served with him on active service can bear witness to his
exceptional courage and his un varying loyalty to all, of whatever
rank, around him.

He was wounded four times, once very severely, and was
awarded the M.C. for conspicuous bravery. After the War he
was demobilised and read for the Bar for a year, when he
received an offer of a regular Commission in the Army from
the \Var Office. He accepted without hesitation--he was
always a soldier at heart.

To his love of the profession he added a great enthusiasm for
many interests that lay outside it-notably, perhaps, English
literature-and a great capacity for friendship. He was that
rather rare combination, a good listener as well as a good talker,
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which, with his wide interests and sympathetic nature, made
him the most delightful of companions. Many will mourn his
loss, and in many hearts will remain, with gratitude, the
memory of that" valiant heart and free."

SHERBORNE HOUSE, SOUTHWARK.
EXTRACT FROM A LETTER FROM A. M. S. BAKER.

" I wish you could persuade some Shirburnian to come along
and take over. For nearly three years I have been living in
hopes of being able to hand over to someone, but I did not
want to give up without a successor already on the spot. You
may understand how tied down I am when I tell you that on
the average throughout the year out of the five nights (Monday
to Friday) I do not leave Deptford-the seat of my office and
remuneration-till after nine. The two remaining nights I feel
constrained to put in at Southwark except under exceptional
circumstances.

So you see there is very little spare time in my programme.
So if you can manage to send a relief I shall be ever so
grateful. Otherwise sooner or later I shall have to give up
without an O.S. to take my place."

COMMEMO RAnON ENTERTAINl\IENT.

"LES DEUX SOURDS" AND "TRIAL BY JURY."

This year the customary boiled shirt concert in the School
room was replaced by an Entertainment in the Gym., perhaps
less elevating to the elite, but certainly less enervating to the
unmusical average, of which the majority of boys and parents
is composed. It was opened by the French play, whose plot,
if any should find it difficult, was explained on the programme;
thus enabling our parents to maintain a decent position of
superiority over their offspring, however rusty their French had
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become. The acting throughout was remarkably good, as
was the enunciation; but Apperly's spirited performance as
M. Damoiseau stands out head and shoulders above the rest.
Drake as the deuxieme sourd, Pearson as Eglantine, a charm
ing, if somewhat forcible demoiselle, and Stephens as Boniface,
the rascally servant, all played their parts with considerable
verve and elan, to produce an extremely successful and funny
performance.

"Trial by Jury" followed almost without a break. Gilbert
and Sullivan Opera is always certain of a decent reception in
England, and cannot fail to arouse enthusiasm, when it has
received so nice a preparation as Mr. Picton lavished upon it.
All the characters were good, and what was more they could be
heard, even in the back rows of that crowded hall. " The
gentle simple minded usher" was magnificent in his grandiose
deportment, though he must have found some of his notes a
considerable strain. The Judge's terrific presence and noble
dress was only spoilt by a somewhat inadequate wig, which did
not quite sufficiently frame that smooth legal countenance.
And then the Jury! Well to tell the truth we have not quite
recovered from the Jury yet! A more rascally, jelly bellied,
bald headed, scabrous set of old scoundrels we hope never to
see, but their singing powers belied their faces, and we thought
their performance perfection, till they confided to us that they
had made a solitary slip.

Lastly, but by no means least, the two protagonists, the
Defendant and the Plaintiff, who, with greater experience than
the rest of the caste, provided the most polished performance
of the evening. \Ve should have to look far for a more insinuat
ing lounge lizard, a more perfect lady killer than Mr. House
provided us with; while Miss Joan AlIen-Brown as the Plain
tiff, was the most capti vating and forlorn of deserted brides, till
she found comfort behind the newspaper on the box. She was
ably supported by a most flirtatious and enchanting set of
bridesmaids, who we feel sure will never look as pretty again
in their lives.

"LES DEUX SOURDS"

Damoiseau (father of Eglantine)
Boniface (his servant)

BY MOINAUX.

D. A. ApPERLY
M. J. T. STEPHE~S
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Placide (a young gentleman) H. A. M. DRAKE
Policeman G. A. L. RUTLEDGE
Gardener D. M. SOUTH
Eglantine B. A. PEARSON

A country house at Chateaudun (present time).

"TRIAL BY JURY."
The Learned] lldge
The Plaintiff
The Defendant
Counsel for Plaintiff
Usher

Bridesmaids

Jurors

Chorus

R. S. THOMPSON
]OAN ALLEN-BROWN
... V. H. P. HOUSE
P. W. G. CAMERON

... ]. H. RANDOLPH
I J. MAIR T. R. T. CARR-ELLISON

... j K. VV. HALLIWELL G. G. BEST
IG.G.BluGGS D.W.PRIDE-JONES

f
J. C. CUNNINGHAlvl (Foreman)

C. C. HANROTT R. M. M. BARLOW
... J. A. TALLENT G. E. C. SEALE

jF.A.SIMlvlONDS ].P.GREIG
tR. 1. BEATTIE D. B. EPERSON
L. M. CAREY C. M. KING

(
V.D.CARSE C.T.BALlvlE
R.V.COOK J.D.Fox

J B. A. PICTON L. C. THOlvlSON
... \ M. S. HEATH COTE P. A. DEVITT

lD. WILSON J. P. T. BIUGGS
K. vV.J.OGILVIE M. PETTITT

Scene: A Court of ] ustice.

Accompanist
COlldttctor ...

R. E. WOODHAlvl .
.. , B. J. FRANCIS PICTON.

W'g {Chas. Fox Ltd. (Miss Bougbey
IS... Rose Shaw Costumes '( Nathan & Co.

Lighting V. H. P. House Hose Shaw
Stage Carpenter-r..Ir. J. T. March

INTER-HOUSE SINGING COMPETITION.

This was held on Monday, June 17th, at 8.15 p.m. in the
School Room. Dr. Bernhard Onl was the adjudicator. The
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Glee was won by O'Hanlon's with the" Blue Bird" of Stanford.
The" Shout," won by Parry-Jones', was the" Country Lad,"
by George Dyson. The order and marks are given below.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

PART-SONG. Marks.

O'Hanlon's 100
Parry-Jones' 93
School House "A" ... 91
Bensly's 90
Elderton's 89
Fox's 88
Ross' 85
School House "B"... 82

UNISON SONG.

1 Parry-Jones'

{

O'Hanlon's }
2 Scho?1 House"A"

Ross '0'

S Bensly's
6 Elderton's
7 { Sch~ol House" B "}

Fox s ...

Marks.

90

88

87
86

83

REVIEW.

STILL WANDERING
(by Rathmell Wilson, 0.5.).

Still Wallderillg is a sequel to The Wandering Gentile, and
is a collection of travel sketches, or " impressions," of various
places in Europe.

\Vhen one picks up a book like this one is always rather
afraid that the author will be one of those people who know all
about everywhere; and consequently insist on showing the reader
round only certain spots selected as being, in the author's opinion,
the most interesting. To be dragged round towns in this
fashion-either in the flesh or mentally - is always rather
humiliating; and hence it is our first duty to reassure our readers
on this point. Mr. vVilson is not one of these people. At each new
town he arrives at he jumps from the train and starts at once
to describe anything that happens to meet his eye. He
describes scenes and incidents quite casually, and without going
into long discussions upon their significance. He is just a
common tripper like yourself-though he would hate to be called
one; he can't talk the language, he doesn't know beforehand
what is worth seeing and what isn't, and-best of all-he
dislikes sight-seeing proper, i.e., trekking round cathedrals and
museums. \Vhat he finds most interesting in a town are the
people who live in it, which is just what most of us do. The
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result is that he gives one the impression that one is seeing the
places for the first time oneself.

The most interesting chapter is probably that on Lourdes.
He deals very fairly with the point of view of fanatic and sceptic
alike. In addition to the travel sketches proper there are a
number of little anecdotes of London and elsewhere, and also
some poems. To give readers so:ne idea of Mr. \Vilson's style
one of the former is worth quoting here. It is an incident
which took place after Valentino's death.

"The worried, over-worked, little husband came home to Tooting.
" So I see that my rival is dead." he said.
" Yes," said his wife, and smiled.
\Vomen always smile!
But shedid not remove the portrait from its silver frame on her cheap

dressing table."

This is Mr. Wilson's style at its best. It will be observed
that he employs the exclamation mark illegitimately, on the
simple statement, "\Vomen always smile." This is a trick
which he uses freely throughout the book; it is the mark of an
inexperienced writer striving after effect.

His free use of italics will also be observed. Inverted commas
are, in Mr. \Vilson's opinion, not sufficient to denote a spoken
remark; it must also go into italics. He also finds it necessary
to put such Anglicized words as "chauffeur" in italics, with
the result that his pages are freely adorned with italics and
exclamation marks. For instance, a page taken quite at
random contains nine exclamation marks, only five of them
legitimately used, and is-at a guess-fifty per cent. italics.

But it needs a stern purist indeed to be put off by these
defects; we can safely say that this book will provide for the
majority of readers extremely agreeable and interesting reading.

INVOCATION TO APHRODITE.

Beauty, the fleet-footed mistress of power
treading indifferent the dunghill, the flower,
shew me Thyself, and let Thy pure nakedness
cleanse my dull spirit of all its filthiness!
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o give me the joy and the treasure untold
to see life as it is, and watch it unfold,
Beauty triumphant in sunset and sewer
impassively waiting for Man to woo her!

A RAILWAY STATION.

[JULY,

Summer and a blazing afternoon. The train, though the
distance had been short, was grimy and smelt of stale tobacco.
Sweating, we climbed the bare down. slipping on the dry shiny
turf, and rattling the small sharp flints down the hill behind us.
At last we stopped breathless, on the first rampart of some
early British Camp, and, tired with our climb, sat to contemplate
the view, where some long-forgotten sentinel had kept his
anxious watch.

The valley before us, an oval of various green, lay still and
smiled like a child asleep. The deep flat meadows, the slow
cattle pondering in the shade of the dark sycamores, and the
clumps of beeches beyond, were all framed and shut in by the
high dry downs, which rose on all sides calm and austere. Near
us at the valley's upper end there stood a house, whose tall
chimneys lifted their smoke above the tops of the trees
which clothed and protected it. In front, the gracious lawn
sloped down to a stream, the home of fat trout, who fed and
fattened as it meandered through the fields. The deep persistent
peace of land breathed through the scene, whose features had
suffered so little change in the course of centuries.

But one thing was new to this valley of sleep, since the Tudor
craftsmen had removed their tools leaving the house complete;
this was the station.

Station-The word calls up memories of panting crowds,
screaming engines, slot machines, newspaper boys, an atmos
phere of hurry and modernity,-but here it had undergone
" Land-change," an alteration as subtle and as beautiful as that
ascribed to the sea. The narrow line seemed half afraid to
venture into this preserve of the Past, and slid away uneasily
round the corner of the hill. The station itself was but a tiny
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shelter and a tiny siding, wherein slept a tiny truck all
smothered in the rampant glory of flowering willow reed-an
infinitesimal patch of pinl_ in a world of green and grey.

The little tank engine had puffed its way out of sight, the
porter, who was also station-master, signalman and ticket
collector, had locked up and gone. There was no danger of the
valley ever being woken up and stirred again to a business and a
strife like that to which the down bore silent witness. Sleep,
sleep on, little valley, dreaming in drowsy comfort of an energetic
barbarism long past!

JUST SO!
or

HOW THE GOVERNMENT GOT ITS ATTORNEY.
[With apologies, of course, to Mr. Rudyard Kipling.]

In the days when there was an Election, 0 my Best Beloved,
there was a 'ceedingly 'stute Ex-Prime Minister. He organised
his party and his constituencies, and he won his election-so!
(You had better not ask how he did it, Best Beloved; that's
Magic.) Then the 'Ceedingly 'Stute Prime Minister gathered
together his Slightly Inferior Henchmen and had them photo
graphed and talkie-graphed and cinematographed, and finally
they sat down to the task of making an Altogether Superior
Cabinet (that's Magic too, Best Beloved).

Presently the 'Ceedingly 'Stute Prime Minister laid down his
beautiful gold pen and exclaimed, "The Lord be praised, I
have finished." .

"But nay, not so," said an Inordinately Cute Henchman,
" you have no Attorney-General, my august and revered P.M."

The 'Ceedingly 'Stute Prime Minister looked; and, indeed,
he hadn't.

"Tut," said the 'Ceedingly 'Stute Prime 1Jinister, "find me
one at once."

" \Vell," said the Inordinately Cute Henchman, "I regret to
state that we have no one suitable: but there is a 'strordinary
capable Liberal of infinite-resource-and-sagacity who, no doubt,
with a trifling remuneration, could be prevailed upon to adhere
himself to our truly noble and magnificent party."
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That is the way all Inordinately Cute Henchmen talk.
(I ought to have told you, Best Beloved, that the 'Ceedingly

'Stute Prime Minister was a Socialist-you had better not ask
what that is).

" Get him," said the 'Ceedingly 'Stute Prime Minister.
Then the Inordinately Cute Henchman approached the

'Strordinary Capable Liberal (you must not forget that he wa~

a Liberal, Best Beloved. Are all these big capitals muddling
you?) and said, " Scuse me, but could you see your way to
doing your Country a noble service by becoming our illustrious
and substantiaIly-paid Attorney-General."

This is the way all Inordinately Proud Henchmen speak.
The 'Strordinary Capable Liberal winked, for he was indeed

a man of infinite-resource-and-sagacity. "By all means," he
said. (Have you forgotten he was a Liberal, Best Beloved ?)

So the 'Ceedingly 'Stute Prime Minister lifted his pen once
more, wrote in the name, and said exultantly, "The Lord be
praised, I have finished." For indeed he had.

But, Best Beloved, the 'Strordinary Capable Liberal was no
longer a 'Strordinary Capable Liberal, but a 'Strordinary Capable
Socialist. Thus, you see, Best Beloved, the 'Strordinary
Capable Ex-Liberal's Supporters were furious. (Now you know
why yOLl were not to forget he was a Liberal. Had you
forgotten ?). There was ructions. They howled and they
yowled, and they thumped and they stumped, and they yelled
and they swelled, and they hissed and they cussed, and they
cried and they sighed, and they clanged and they banged, and
they hit and they bit, and they danced and they pranced-all
against the poor 'Strordinary Capable Ex-Liberal. They were
annoyed; they were indeed!

Then the 'Strordinary Capable Ex-Liberal said, "I will
resign," for he was a person of infinite-resource-and-sagacity.
Which thing having been done, he recited the following Sloka,
which, as yon have not heard, I will proceed to relate :-

By means of resigning
I have stopped you complining.

Then the 'Strordinary Capable Ex-Liberal's Supporters held
a palaver, and an indaba, and a punchayet, and a pow-wow;
and they said, " It is not fair, with the Election so new-and-all.
Do not resign."

Then the 'Strordinary Capable Ex-Liberal said," I will
resign." For he was indeed a person of infinite-resource-and
sagacity,
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Bnt, Best Beloved, he failed to be re-elected. So the
'Ceedingly 'Stute Prime Minister, in order to keep his Attorney,
had to give him a Safe Seat-which, Best Beloved is One of
the Most Monstrous Anomolies of Present-Day Party Govern
ment; in other words, more Magic-and Black at that.

ALL ABOUT TURTLES.

It was all because the king of Cointreau was drunk that I
met a turtle, fur he kept on asking the band to play" Chalita,"
a tune which can be played four but not forty times without
someone being ill. After the thirty-ninth rendering I left the
king on his knees before the band, with a necklace of champagne
corks and wires around his neck. It was just as well that he
was a king, I thought, for these white colonies, especially
Waikiki, have such very middle class ideas about what is to be
done and what is not.

And so I strolled down to the beach and sat down upon a
rock. As I mused on Kings and Coil1treau I put my hand into
my pocket to make sure that the American blonde had not put
a blancmange there as she had threatened to do, but it was not
a blancmange I found, it was a shoe. And then I remembered.
We had been playing Hunt-the-Slipper, and it would not be
long before thousands of shrieking creatures descended upon me
and bore me back, with the slipper, in triumph to the ballroom.

I tried to bury my head in the sand, but gave it up in
disgust. It felt several sizes larger than usual. Then I got
up to throw the slipper into the sea, but suddenly I remembered
whose it was, I shall not tell you that, and I put it back in my
pocket.•....

A sunrise of kings, shoes, blancmanges and American blondes
came up in my mind behind the awful majesty of a dance band,
and I felt the chill of the water close about my feet.

" I wish," said the turtle, " that you people would not mistake
us for rocks. It really is so very unoriginal."

"Yes," said I, "but where are we off too."
"Just round about," was the informative reply.
I tucked my trousers inside my so::::ks and turned up my
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collar, wondering as I did so what she was doing without her
shoe.

The further we went the more awkward I began to feel, for
I felt that it was plainly my duty to make conversation, and yet
I was utterly tongue-tied. Was there no pleasant little
impersonal question that I could ask him, just to start the ball
rolling? But certainly, I would ask him why it was that he
and his fellows always felt so very uncomfortable when laid
upon their backs.

" I wish," I said, " that you would tell me why you feel so ill
at ease· when laid upon your back."

At these words his head jerked up, then settled down between
his shoulders again.

" You are skating on extraordinarily thin ice, young man, for
that is a rather dangerous question to put to a turtle. Even a
mock-turtle hates it. In fact, I do not think I am exaggerating
when I say that a cold shiver runs all the way down his spine,
and that is unpleasant when one's spine has an area of several
square feet,"

I apologised for my thoughtlessness and hoped that the ice
wonld not break; the sea looked very cold indeed.

" \Vell," he went on, "it's like this. \Ve turtles have no sense
of relation, also we have an alarming capacity for complete
immobility. All this is in strict confidence, of course. Now
the only time we are ever put on our backs is in the warm
sunshine on the warm beaches. You, an educated young man
who surely knows the Lido and Chiswick Baths, must admit
that, as Beverly Nichols would say, a sun-bath is not without
its sensual delight. \Ve turtles like those sun-baths; in fact,
warming a turtle's stomach is something like scratching a
parrot's head. .

"Unfortunately, when we are on our backs, we can only see
the sky, and so our movements do not appear to be movements
as they do not betray their relation to any fixed object such as
a tree or rock." He sighed. "So we die, on our backs."

"And that," he concluded, .. is the tragedy of a good turtle's
life."

I sat, with my knees tucked up, musing on the possibility of
getting Einstein to attend a turtelian congress, and slowly we
turned our faces once more towards Waikiki.

" I suppose you will write this up when you get back," said
the amazing one.

" Why should I ? " I countered.
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" Well, you are so obviously a journalist, with your yellow
suspenders," he explained.

I suppose it is a pity that that man Swafler's failings are
known even to the turtles; the rest of his profession is ever
blushing for him.

We went the rest of the way in silence until we drew near
the \iVaikiki coast, and he told me to hold on tight. It ",as
necessary, for we came in on the crest of an enormous wave;
a wave which grew and grew and grew until, with a dizzy curl,
it-broke upon the beach.....

Stars, stars, and millions of stars.... strange buzzings..•
"... now you just come right along home with mamma, and

she'll look after you," said one voice.
" Darling," wailed another, " do look and see if he's still got

my slipper."
I opened my eyes and shut them again. The whole Hunt

the-Slipper party was gathered around me, but all I wanted was
a little soda-water. I said so.

" Sure, honey, this bootlegger stuff's not good for the young,
but mamma'lIlook after you."

I prefer turtles; they do not cling.

A DIALOGUE.

Scene: A drawing room. Enter a left and right hand.

R.H. (as they come up and meet at mid-stage). "Hallo, you
slack devil! Slopping about as usual. It strikes me you hardly
ever do anything at all, and when you do it is always at my
instigation."

L.H. (indignantly). "Don't be such a fool, man! You are
talking absolute rot. Why, I should like to see how you could
get on without me. You can't even write a letter but I must
hold the paper steady for you."

R.H. (furious). "Look here--"
L.H. (complacently). "All right, I know exactly what you

are going to say-that you can write perfectly well without my
assistance. \Vell, I won't deny that it is possible, but the fact
remains that you very rarely do."

R.H. (slightly modified). "Yes, I suppose that's true enough."
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L.H. "Thank you. But not only are you so cock-sure about
your work, you rather fancy yourself at games as well. Why,
only yesterday you were telling me that you do all the work on
the cricket field. I would have you know sir, that although
you supply the strength, it is I, and I alone, who gives the
direction to the stroke."

R.H. (sarcastically). "You are nice, modest, little creature!
Only three minutes ago you were rebuking me entirely, un
reasonably, for being conceited. And now listen to you!
\Vhy, of all the swollen-headed brats I have ever had the
misfortune to come across, you--"

L.H. (sweetly). "Tut! tut! There is no need to become
personal and offensive. For heaven's sake stick to the point.
As I was saying, you simply cannot get along without me.
Why, I would like to see you handle a gun or play a set of
tennis without my assistance [smiling discreetlyJ. Excuse my
laughter, but the idea really is rather humorous. And in the
O.T.C., I think even you will admit, I play a larger part than
you yourself. It is I who hold the rifle to my shoulder,
whereas you can only salute in that position."

R.H. (very quietly). "Has it ever occurred to you, my dear
fellow, that the slope, though admittedly correct upon the
parade ground, is not generally employed off it. For instance,
while deploying, into either diamond or square formation, the
rifle should be carried at the trail--"

L.H. (interupting him). "Look here, I don't want a lecture
on the Army."

R.H. (serenely). ,. Nevertheless, that is what I intend to
give you. To continue, at the trail the rifle is held in the right
hand, so that the soldier may get in the lying position as quickly
as possible. To digress for a moment, the lying position.
Turn half-right and bring the rifle to the right side, as when
grasping the rifle in the left hand at the point of balance.
Place the right hand, myself, on the ground, and lie down. The
firer will thus be lying obliquely to the line of fire--"

L.H. (shouting at the top of his voice). "\Vell, anyhow, I
know one thing which you do not."

R.H. (sneeringly). Indeed, my little man, and what is that."
L.H. (triumphantly). This! [delivers beautiful straight

left.]
Exit, hurriedly, left hand. Right hand staggers drunkenly after him,

trying, but in vain, to deliver a right hook.
CURTMN,
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A SCHOOL STORY.
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There was a silence in which you might well have heard a
pin drop. The glaring sun beat fiercely upon the Granchester
cricket-field, also upon the eleven white-flanneled, sun-bronzed
youths who strained like greyhounds in the slips. All around
the immemorial elms murmured, and far off could be heard the
sullen roar of the Atlantic rollers as they pounded on the shingle.
But of all this Jimmy Meinwaring was unmindful, there ran
only in his head the advice of his form-master, " Do your best
for Granchester and go till you drop, all out the whole way."
It was the annual Rochester match, the climax of the season;
it was also the last over of the annual Rochester match, and
Rochester needed four runs to win and the last man was in.
At one end was Peter Dallas, the hero of many matches, whose
average was 78.33, and who had played for the county; he
swung a pretty willow. At the other end was the last man and
he didn't swing a pretty willow, as his sobriquet, "no contact
Naylor" implied. The Granchester captain tossed the ball to
Archie le Brett, the finest fast bowler in the public scoools that
year. Peter Dallas took up his stance; Archie ran to the
wicket and delivered his first ball; the scarlet globule flashed
through the air with the velocity ofacannon ball, a deadly yorker,
a ball that would have done for most men, but not Peter Dallas,
who blocked it with nonchalant ease. The next delivery came
down even faster, but was left severely alone. Then the third,
a tempting slow one.. There was a crack; with graceful
leisurely power Peter Dallas sent the red leather skimming
towards the boundary high over the velvet sward, a groan of
despair arose on all sides, Rochester had won, but no, 10 there
raced across the field a slim white figure, a brown muscular
hand was stretched out and the catch was caught .001 centi
metres from the boundary.

The match was won, everywhere uproar held sway; but
solitary in the field there stood a small white figure, with ashen
face and quivering lips. Jimmy, in catching the catch, had
broken his hand, with the final words, "Thank God, I've done
my duty," he sank into the arms of Grant of the sixth form;
and then all was blank. Next morning he awoke in a
comfortable bed with the sun streaming through the open
window, to the twittering pipe of a half-awakened bird.
Through his right hand there ran a shoot of agonising pain,
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then everything came back to him. Yesterday he had won the
match. Suddenly his hand went to his head, and thereupon he
found something. It was the yellow and green check cap, the
coveted first eleven colours. ]immy fell back with a contented
sigh, and down his cheeks rolled two large tears, for this was
only his first term.

A STICKY FINISH.

RESULT OF FORM TEA SUPPLIED BY MR. X TO HIS FORM

(from our special cookery correspondent).

At 6.35 the starters paraded, and upon Mr. X giving the word
the race started.

The competitors got away about level, though Wr--t, with
three sandwiches in as many seconds was seen to hold a slight
advantage. He was followed closely by Ap--Iy, who had
managed two sandwiches in one second dead, but had not
finished his third till the second second had passed. Gl--er,
P--ys, Ho--ft and C--ey were in close attendance.
Ro--am, who had been left at the post owing to an argument
with M--s F--d, made a gallant attack on the bread and
butter, and with that stage past was not far behind the leaders.

After five minutes' eating, Wr--t still held his lead, which
showed that the reports of his inability to gorge were without
foundation. Gl--r and Ap--Iy were by now eating
strongly, while B--ts, who was very much fancied by the
host, was putting in some good work.

Soon, however, a change came about; Ho--by, a twenty
to-one outsider, nipped in on the chocolate cake, and had eaten
three slices before the leaders realized his intention. Strive as
they would they couldn't catch him, and with half the course
finished the anxious crowd were shouting his name as the
WInner.

Meanwhile P--ys, GI--er and Ro--am had come
through strongly, though St--ens, Pe--son and M--d
had fallen behind (as the writer forecasted, owing to bad training.
Pe--son, one of the fastest eaters in the country, would have
done much faster if he had been in the hands of a good trainer
instead of AI--der, who allowed him to go to EI--ins' every
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Sunday). These three were seen to have no chance, though they
struggled gamely to the end.

The order was now Ho--by,
Wr--t
GI--er

with Ap--ly, Ro--am, B--tts and C--ey close behind.
Suddenly, however, a startling change came about; Ho--by
and Wr--t, the two leaders, fell right away owing to lack of
stamina, and with but a short five minutes to go Gl--er took
the lead with Ap--ly and Ro--am just behind, followed very
closely by Pe--ys, Ho--ft, Ca-- ey and B--tts.

Gl--er held his lead down the straight, but Ro--am put on
a wonderful sprint and passed him with a Japanese cake, two
meringues and four pieces of bread and butter in 12.6 seconds.
This is believed to be a world's record. But B--tts, under
cover of conversation with the host, put away five meringues in
5.74- seconds, another very good time. vVith one and half
minutes to go the order was Ro--am,

B--tts,
Gl--er,

but a magnificent effort of sustained mastication put Ap--ly
and Ho--ft, two stable companions, with the leaders, and these
five raced neck and neck for the post.

The race was watched with interest, each being well backed,
while there was still a chance of the heavily backed favourite,
GI--er, coming through to win; indeed, with two meringues in
less than three seconds, he seemed to have a good chance still.

With twenty seconds to go it was impossible to say who would
win, but suddenly Ap--ly, who had hitherto hidden himself
behind the leaders, shot forward with a magnificent and
remarkably well-judged effort of two Japanese cakes, four pieces
of bread and butter and half a chocolate cake, to pass the winning
post victorious by two cups of tea and four ice cakes.

It was a fine win, though B -- tts, too, had made a good last
minute effort; but he was hindered by his proximity to the host.
The final order was 1. Ap--Iy.

2. B--tts.
3. Ro--am.

Ro-- am's effort was especially good as he had been left at the
post.

The betting was, 4/6,GI--er; evens,B--tts; 6/1 Ap--ly;
10/1, Ro--am; 10/1, Wr--t; 20/1, the rest.

Interviewed after the race, the winner attributed his success to
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a regular diet of Japanese cakes, which proved the winning factor.
He also spoke in terms of highest praise of B--tts, whom he
said would have won had he had a better position in the draw.
He said his trainer, Mr. M--ly, that ever popular figure at the
tuckshop, had managed him wonderfully. Naturally, he was
very pleased with his success.

A RATHER LESS SIMPLE STORY.

Once upon a time there was a man called Mr. Tyte, who
earned his living by editing a magazine called the Windbox,
which was a very good magazine, but it put 1\lr. Tyte into a very
bad temper because he couldn't get any letters or articles to put
into it. \Vell, Mr. Tyte couldn't understand this, because before
so many people wrote thmgs for the Willdbox that he hadn't
room for them all and he threw them away, but now he wished
he hadn't because he would have been able to use them now.

Well, Mr. Tyte went back to his house in Putney, which is
not far from London, in a very bad temper, so when he saw that
his wife had got sardines for supper, he said that he would reI ther
eat nothing at all than sardines, and that he couldn't understand
how he could have married his wife, who was called MurieI.
So when Muriel heard this she burst into tears and said, "Well,
I think you are very unkind; I didn't know that you didn't like
sardines, and if you don't eat these up you won't get anything
at all for supper to-morrow." \Vell, the next morning when
Mr. Tyte got up he found that Muriel had got kidneys for
breakfast, and he was quite pleased because he liked kidneys,
and he said, " Oh. I'm sorry that I was cross last night, but I
was very put out because I couln't find anything to put in the
~Villdbox, and I can't understand it, because once I used to
have too many things." Well, Muriel saId that she couldn't
think of any way to help him, so Mr. Tyte said, "\VeIl, you
may be good at cooking kidneys, but you aren't a very helpful
wife."

So Mr. Tyte went into all his friends' houses and said very
rudely, "\Vrite something for the Windbox, because if you
want a good number, you must write articles yourselves."
Well, his friends said that they wouldn't write anything, so
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Mr. Tyte was very sad, and he went back to his office and burst
into tears and said, " Oh well, 1 suppose I shall have to give up
being editor of the Windbox."

Well, just as he was saying this a man came into the office
carrying a mail-bag, and when Mr. Tyte opened the bag, he
found lots and lots of articles, and he was so pleased with them
that he put them all in the Windbox without looking to see who
wrote them, which was really against the rules, but he didn't
mind. Well, he was quite pleased when he went back to
Muriel in Futney, and Muriel said, "Oh, did you get the articles
I wrote for the W indbox?" So Mr. Tyte said, "\Vhat articles ?"
And Muriel said, " Oh, I wrote a bagful of articles for you; did
you like them? "

And then Mr. Tyte realized that Muriel, whose other name
was Trottie, which is a very unusual name for a girl, isn't it,
had written all the letters and articles and things, and he was
so pleased that he said, " Oh, I'm glad I married you, because
you're a very helpful wife after all, and I don't mind if we have
sardines for supper every night." So it all ended up quite
happily, and Mr. and Mrs. Tyte never quarelled again.

ARE THEY THE SAME AT SCHOOL?

SHORT INTERVIEWS WITH SOME INTERESTING PEOPLE.

1. The Captain of Cricket.
Upon entering the study of the captain of cricket, I was

surprised to find him working. I always thought that being
captain of cricket got you off all work. I was mistaken.

"Good morning," I said affably.
"t t 2 xy pg 7l"r 2 j ?!? ppglm x 2Agr 3

," was his interesting
reply.

" Did you see Surrey's score against Somerset," I went,
hoping to arouse the patriot instincts of the great man.
Apparently I did, since, as I resignedly picked myself and my
note book up at the bottom of the three steps leading towards
the school gates (we reporters are used to that sort of thing) I
heard a faintly sneering voice, "How many did Yorkshire's
first four batsmen get against ....?"
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But I won't divulge my native county.

[JULY,

2. The Captain of Rugger.
I met him at the Tuckshop; surely, I said to myself, a very

auspicious moment. He was eating (or trying to eat) a pound
of raspberries. Personally I don't care for raspberries, so I
was safe from physical discomfort.

• 1 Vvhat is your favourite book?" I opened.
11 How much are Fry's creams?" he countered.
" Do you approve of the modern girl? " I resumed the attack.
" Where do they sell apples? " he defended.
I gave up the unequal struggle. 11 Honestly," I said (hitting

a familiar note) "you might tell me something about yourself."
11 There is little to tell," he said. 11 I am a virtuous young

man and a good footballer. By the way, what match was
played on October twenty-seventh? "

I fled. knowing what would happen if I didn't know.
And I didn't.

3. The Head of the School.
I knocked at the door.
" Come in," roared the occupant.
"Oh, hullo, " I said diffidently.
"Sit down and listen to this," came the roar again.
Casting a wary eye on the three canes in the corner, I obeyed.

" Litt
le worms in th
efi
eld.

HaH
a.

Wh
y are the wo
rms in t
he field I d
on'tkn

ow.
Go

d put th
em th
ere
I th

ink."
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" Don't you think that's good? "
"Yes, yes," I replied hastily, " but," di ving into my notebook,

" What is your favourite book? "
He thought: then :-" I have no favourite book. I shall

write a book myself soon, and that will be my favourite book.
It will probably be on 'Egoism in Tanganyika!' Got it? "

tl Yes," I replied, and with this precious piece of information I
hurried back to the Shirburnian offices.

4. A member of the Shooting VIII.

He bounced in.
" Me and the new tune," he said, "I have composed it and

called it Fitzpatrick."
I nodded.
"Don't nod at a Company Sergeant-Major," he yelled, and

bounced off in a huff.
I followed diffidently.
"What is your favourite book?" I said, being a Conservative.
"Ruy BIas," he said, and while I was wondering if that was

a new brand of celluloid collar, he bounced off to Sing-Song
practice.

5. A small boy.

" How d'you do," I said loftily.
At last I had met someone smaller than myself.
He looked at me coyly, just as he had smiled in his capacity

as a bridesmaid in "Trial by Jury."
I was beginning to be thrilled.
" What is your favourite book? " I said.
"North and Hillard," he squeaked, "so snubs to you. Feins

answer," and putting out his tongue and spreading his fingers
on his nose, he dashed out of sight into the depths of Abbey
House.

Such is life. I used to do that sort of thing myself once.

TO-DAY'S FABLE.

The Might-be-worso String Quartet came down to play for us
on Thursday, February 31st. Attendance was voluntary.
There was a large and appreciative audience, mainly composed
of the Upper School.
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EPIGRAM.
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The divers products of a Public School:
The worm, the athlete and the fool.

ANON. (20th Centu~y).

SHERBORNE ABBEY: ALMA MATER.

I. PRELUDE.

Behold! the light of morning kissed the sky,
And glow'ring clouds roll'd darkly to the west.
The grassy upland and the wooded breast
Woke, as the wand'ring zephyrs whispered by.
And as I looked there came a saffron glow
Far to the east; the tangled woodland cast
I ts head on high, and now a tuneful blast,
The song of birds, is sounding, gay, yet low.
No ribald cadence this; but clear and sweet
The lark, the king of songsters, sends his voice
To cheer the tired world-to every street
Bidding the world rejoice....
Then comes the sun-his orient car of state
Riding a path of glory through the air
Oh! Sherborne Abbey fairest of the fair,
Thy towers aflame-how can'st thou longer wait
To greet us with thy voice-thy peal on peal
Thy six-belIed cariIlon whose voices steal
To ev'ry close, through ev'ry crumbling gate..•
Since earliest days thou hast rejoiced the land...
• • • Transcendent melody..• Most Glorious voice.•
We-who abide with thee-can understand,
Thou makest us rejoice. . . .
For thou, indeed, hast cast thy magic spelL
On me, as on the happy crowds which rest
Around thy walls, and always are thy guest
And always hear the calling of thy bell.
Yet always; always... I'll remember thee-
Thy close-cropped greens--'thy chancel, quietly dark,
Where Age and Time have left their wanton mark,
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And scarred, with brutal hands, thy sanctity.
And always when the wheel of Fate spins round
Unfavourably for me-and life is drear .
I'll hear again thine organ's glorious sound.
Then-then thou wilt be near.

11.
Dost thou remember Alfred when he prayed
\Vithin thy walls for splendid life and joys,
To benefit the other girls and boys
\Vhom thy still calm and holy quiet have made?
Dost thou remember Ealdhelm, born of God,
\Vho built thee with his spirit and his fire...
With uncut stones and mortar made of mire
vVho wrought thee from the sacred vVessex sod?
Thou dost remember them, Eternal Fount
Of all things beautiful, of all thoughts pure,
No man can count the deeds that thou dost count.
Lest he with thee endure...
When darkness falls I hear thee weeping yet,
\Veeping because tby sons are fled away-
Fled from the band of Cromwell, whose dark day
Thou and thy children never shall forget. .•
Yet this is recompense: where dwelt of old
Thy pious monks, now dwell the flow'r of youth,
Thou art their mother, teaching them the Truth
And casting them for ever in thy Mould.
So let the dark oblivion of the past
(True it is no oblivion for thee....)
Strangle the sorrows that for ever last
And drown thy misery....

Ill.
E'en as I write, that very tenor bell
\Vhich \Volsey brought from Tournai rings again,
What tales of agony, what songs of pain,
Its brazen voice and brazen heart could tell.
\Vhat Cath'lic tortures perpetrated deep
Down in the dungeons of its Tournai home.
\Vhat blood and agony upset for Rome..
\Vhen shades were long and half the world asleep.
But that is over, and a higher way
Of living-and a higher creed ha\'e caught
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The souls of men-no longer Night but Day
Takes up our hope and thought.

IV.
How many memories must haunt you now,
Since those great days when \iVessex ruled the land,
And Alfred turned the Warlike Saxon hand
From bloody sword and spear to peaceful plough.
When Ethelbert and Ethelbald had lain
A few scant years beneath the peaceful stones.
The people's laughter, not their dying groans,
Rose from the merry Wessex land again.
Then after many years thy ruined pile
Was built again by bim (for ever blessed)
\iVho dressed thee in thy perfect, godly style,
And after gave thee rest.•..

V.
Ah! Sherborne Abbey! now my few poor days
Of rest with thee are slipping from my hand,
I leave thee for a new and foreign land.
And quitting thee, I offer thee my praise.
How many years may pass ere I shall see
Thy tow'ring pile again and hear thy bell.
I may not know-and only you can tell
What pain is mine; what bitter misery..
And so I leave thee. May thy years be gay
And prosperous; I stifle back a sigh. . .
I'll see thee yet again-some happy day.

Good-bye....

ICARUS.

Eager for glory unknown,
Spread are the wings of the Soul,

Skywards to travel alone
Seeking a long-hidden goal.

Up, with the rush of the wind,
Swirling and circling around,

Leaving the flats of the mind,
The dull dead smell of the ground.
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Towering up, while the Earth
Grows clean and remote and small,

Looks as she did at her birth,
When Nature gave life to all.

Higher and still higher yet,
Till the Earth has dropped from sight,

And the clouds beneath are set
In a floor of glistening white.

The Sun God perilous near,
Jealous of strength heroic,

Making his wild horses rear,
Hurls his darts parabolic..

vVounded and wingless I fall
Helpless again to old Earth,

Hurtling through the wide shawl
The clouds have wrapped round her girth.

But lo! the blue puckered sea
Rises to meet me with speed,

Spreading her wide bosom free
To succour her child in need.

Down, whirling down to the deeps
Where the fishes are playing,

My spirit in coolness sleeps,
After the Sun God's flaying.

In still pellucid darkness,
Somnolently swaying slow,

Cradled by the billowy stress
Swung from waves of long ago.

THE PATH TO ROME.

It swings through the dust of Hungarian plains,
Through the lift of the sky in the land of the Danes,
It rests by the side of the deep-flowing Rhine,
And thirstily drinks of its quickening wine.
"All roads lead to l~ome," all roads are one,
Swept by the rain and scorched by the sun,
Flung over rivers or licked by the sea,
They belong to St. Peter-they're part of his key.

I1g
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Armies have marched there with thundering tread,
Blasting the living and shaking the dead.
Beggars have crawled here, while princes have driven
Over plains where robbers and knights have striven.
Oft in the cool of the midsummer night
Bugles are heard and the clash of the fight,
And whoever hears them, the peasants do say,
Is caught by the fairies and carried away.
Vesper adest,-and a cleft of the hills
Lies in the gradual veil, that distils
The light to a shade. Through its fortified jaws
A river of road exerlastingly pours.
At the end of the cleft a sentinal tree
Stares o'er the plain to the town by the sea,
\iVhere the harbour commandingly stretches its hands
To the riches and spices of far-away lands.
On moors of the North it nakedly twists,
\\'here the wind drives the heather and lashes the mists
To a myriad swirling intangible shapes.
I t fearfully creeps over perilous capes,
Where the spray leaps high and the waves smash on,
And roar and hurry and shriek their song
Over and over again. And the trees
Crouch and creak and worry and tease.
From the bend of the road where he makes his last turn,
Close to where N ero sat watching it burn,
The pilgrim sees Rome lying splendid and bare,
Its tumult and shouting quite silent from thpre.

THE POET.

With flowing locks and billowing tie,
The prosperous poet passes by,
His calling clear to every eye,

All know it.
With two days' growth upon his face,
A silken shirt with cuffs of lace,
He clearly shuns the commonplace,

This poet.
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In Piccadilly he is seen
With velvet coat of faded green,
His collar's not been washed, I ween,

For ages.
His trousers like a fishing-net,
This brave nf Saville Row, and yet
Bohemia's darling, pride and pet,

The rage is.
Admiring flappers think him fine,
And murmur softly, "Too divine,"
This homage captures him like wine:

But curses
Pour down on his defenceless head,
From folk who think nought's to be said
For one who earns his daily bread

By verses.

O.T.C.
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HOUSE DRILL COMPETITION.

This Competition was revived on Jline 10th, and was judged
by Officers of the Dorset Regiment. Each House turned out
a squad of twenty mell, and two Sergeants who shared the
command. The winning squad was commanded by Sergt. R. 1.
Beattie and Sergt. D. H. D. Alexander.

Turn-out,
Arms Drill and Squad Sentry

March Past. Drill. Drill . TolaI.
.'.lax. 80. Max.50. .I1ax.50. Max.180.

I-School House } 59 40 43 142
(No. 1 Platoon)

2-Fox's 52 35 47 134
3-School House } 52 30 45 127

{No. 2 Platoon}
4-Parry-Jones' 64 30 32 126
5-Bensly's 51 35 35 121
6-Ross' 54 25 40 119
7-Elderton's 45 30 30 105
8-0'Hanlon's 50 20 31 101

The standard reached was a good one, particularly in the
Sentry Drill, which was only introduced this term.
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THE ANNUAL INSPECTION.

On June 21st, at 10.30 a.m., the Contingent was inspected
by Colonel C. G. Ling, D.s.a., M.C., the War Office. The
usual ceremonial drill was performed, the only innovation
being the appearance of three platoons in C Company with
swagger sticks instead of rifles. Boys do not now join the
Corps until their second term and are not issued with rifles
till they have been in the school for a year.

The operations at Lenthay were abandoned this year.
C Company were inspected at their routine work of Musketry
and Section Formations, while A and B Companies did various
platoon exercises on the fields. The proceedings were watched
in beautiful weather by a large company of parents and visitors.

Extract from Annual Report:
Turn-out-Very Good.
Drill- Good, all steady on parade.
Tactics- Fire and Movement well understood. Good

handling by junior N.C.O's.
General- In keenness and smartness the Contingent

brought great credit on the school.

SHOOTING.

The failure of the VIII to acheive anything like their proper
form in the competition for the Ashburton Shield seems to
demand some explanation. Throughout the term the scores
had been fair-occasionally good; and then at Bisley they were
so bad that one hardly likes to speak of them. This was not
for lack of trouble by those in authority-at the H.A.C. Hut
we were most comfortably fed and lodged; the badness of our
shooting being only equalled by the extraordinary kindness we
received there. The usual precautions were taken to ensure
plenty of sleep and clear eyes, and it really seems that it was
a case of" Every prospect pleases and only man is vile."
Every prospect that is to say, but the sun; though, why the
sun should have affected us more than most schools, we cannot
explain. Next year the VI II will be supplied with neck guards,
but this will probably be the signal for a general downpour.
As a whole the VIII lacked experience and confidence; perhaps
next year's team will reap some benefit from the additional
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numbers taken up to Bisley this year-anyhow, we hope so.
The Marksman's Cup was won by Bush with an average of

57.63. Luckily for him his consistent shooting earlier in the
term more than counterbalanced a sad collapse in the Ash
burton.

SHOOTING MATCHES OF VIII.

SIDE BY SIDE.
Opponents Score for. Score against.

Canford ... 450 425
R.S.M. Brown's VII I 456

Result.

won
won

lost
won
lost
lost
won
lost
lost
won
won
lost
won
won

drawn, O.lost, 11 ;won, 23;

POSTAL MATCHES.
454 472
454 437
454 455
454 473
454 424
454 462
454 474
454 451
428 385
456 461
456 435
469 447

Brighton
Oundle
Eastbourne
Lancing
Uppingham ...
Clifton
Elizabeth College
Glenalmond
Dean Close '"
Sedbergh
Haileybury .
Cranbrook .

Results :-Shot, 34 ;

SHOOTING MATCHES OF CADET PAIR.
POSTAL MATCHES.

Opponents Score for. Score against. Result.

Brighton 100 113 lost
Oundle 100 107 lost
Eastbourne ... 100 103 lost
Uppingham ... 100 94 won
Clifton 100 113 lost
Glenalmond 100 83 won
Dean Close ... III 86 won
Sedbergh 110 III lost
Haileybury ... 110 113 lost
Cranbrook ... 108 110 lost

Results :-Shot, 28; won, 13; lost, 15; drawn, O.



Average.

57.63
56.9
56.75

....
t.;>

+-

500 yds. Total. Grand Total.

2 5 5 4 4 5 4--29 55
4 4 0 4 4 5 2--23 49
4 3 4 3 3 4 5--26 50
2 5 4 3 5 5 4--28 52
5 4 4 2 2 3 4-24 54-
4 4 5 5 4 4 5--31 58
2 3 2 3 3 4 4--21 46 ....,

:.--
4 4 4 3 3 0 4--22 47 "

VJ

411 I
;::..

204 ~.
.....
~
~
;,:
~.

Possible Score, 600. I l'l
~

Possible Score, 400.

3
3
5
o
4
3
o
5

Times shot.

11
10
12

Place, 9.
Place, 6.

SHOOTING MATCHES OF VIII.
BrSLEY MEETING.

ASHBURTON SHIELD.
200 yds. Total. ~.s.

3 5 3 4 3 4 4 3--26
4 3 4 4 4 4 3 4-26
4- 4 4 3 3 3 4 3--24
3 3 3 4 3 3 4 4--24
4- 5 4 4 4 5 4 4-30
4- 3 4 4 4 4 4 4--27
4- 4 4 4 3 3 4 3--25
4- 4 3 4 4 3 3 4--25

207

s.S.Name.

Gale and Polden squadded Total, 415.
Public Schools' Snap Total, 425.
Marling Cup ... Total, 300.
Winner of the Marksman's Cup-Wo P. Bush.

Pomts scored.

l--W. P. Bush 634
2--A. P. C. Webster 569
3- G. E. Allison 681

Rank.

C.S.M. A. C. A. Wright
Cdt. W. P. Bush
C.S.M. E. M. Rootham
Cpl. G. E. C. Seale
Cdt. A. P. C. Webster ...
Cdt. G. E. Allison
Cdt. G. Lassen
Cdt. ]. H. C. Rowe

200 yds Total.

CADET TROPHY--Cdt. A. P. F.Walker 31
Cdt. ]. R. ]eudwine 29

Place, 4th.

500 yds. Total.

24
27

Grand Total.

55
56

111

c:::
c::
t"'
~o<:
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CRICKET.

125

This long term has seen plenty of cricket weather, and, in spite
of the natural feelings of non-cricketers, there has been in general
a very satisfactory level of play in the School except in fielding,
which is poor all through in conception as well as in execution.
Steps have been taken, and will be taken again, to build up a
better tradition, and with it greater enjoyment; and doubtless
fielding will count much more in the future than it has done for
some time.

The Senior House Matches have been fairly exciting,
especially the final, but German measles wrought havoc in the
first round. The Jun ior matches have shown the usual surprises,
but the general level has been very fair; and the main question
is whether one day is sufficient, as the tail so often does not
bat, and this defeats the purpose of these games.

The First Eleven has had a very fair season. Starting with
a surprising defeat they played well against a strong Dorset
Rangers' side, were cheated by rain of a win at Blundell's, drew
well with Tonbridge, lost by a very narrow margin to Downside
and defeated Radley and Westminster very decisively. Mer
magen has been a keen and pO[1ular captain and his experience
will be a great asset next year. Simmonds' great innings at
\Vestminster and Glover's bowling will be remembered, as well
as the stand of Seddon and Hopcraft at Tonbridge.

The fielding, while inevitably better than last year, is not
good enough. Slow starting and bad throwing are the worst
faults, and they come partly from an undeveloped fielding spirit.
The general result-five wins, three defeats and three matches
drawn - might very easily have been seven wins by adding
Downside and Caius College to the list. The latter game
proved the necessity for driving home an advantage while you
have it. This was not done.

Mr. Elderton's absence was \'ery greatly felt, and the team
did very well to carry on successfully against this heavy
handicap.

SCHOOL v. 0.55.

The a.ss. match, played on Commemoration Friday and
Saturday, ended in the usual draw. Brown kept wicket in the
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absence of Carey; and the teams played twelve a side, Smith
and HaIliley playing for the School.

The O.SS. batted first, and, after Hodgkinson had been
bowled by Glover with his score 14, wickets feIl slowly, while
runs came steadidly. F. H. Wright (21) alld R. B. Wyatt
Smith (34) helped R. Eglington to carry the score to 120,
before the latter was bowled by Mermagen. He made 53 by
his usual interesting cricket. Wyatt-Smith and Kendal then
added 40, but at the faIl of the former's wicket a rot set in, the
last six wickets falling for an addition of 70 runs. No one
could do much with the bowling, with the exception of R. H.
Kendal, who was ninth out, run out for 62. He hit very hard,
chiefly to leg, and made the bowling look very easy. The score
amounted to 219. Hopcraft was probably the most dangerous
bowler. He took three wickets for 48.

At about 6 o'clock the School started their innings-not very
well. Ferguson was caught at 7, Morgan 14 runs later, and
Eglington, who had made 19 quickly, was dismissed by l.W.N.
Sharpe with a fine catch low down at third man. TaIlent and
Simmonds played out time, the closing score being 67 for three.

On the second day Tallent and Simmonds carried the score
to 170 before the former was caught off Wyatt-Smith. He
played a most aggressive innings of 78, his chief hits being to
the off. He gave practically no chances and appeared set for
his century when he got out. \Vyatt-Smith was bowling
in a very puzzling fashion and shortly afterwards had Mermagen
stumped by Hodgkinson. An over or two later Simmonds
completed the School's first individual century this year.
Halliley made 15 slowly; and, soon after his dismissal,
Simmonds, who had never appeared comfortable against Wyatt
Smith, was well caught off that bowler by Gaye at square leg.
He made 123. After a slow start he quickened up considerably.
After completing his century he became rather reckless, lifting
balls perilously near fieldsmen in the deep. His innings was
a great treat for the Commemoration audience. Brown and
Smith, the former more subdued than usual, and the latter
hitting freely, but somewhat wildly at times, carried the score
to 304 without further loss. At this point Mermagen declared
the innings closed.

As is generally the case, the O.SS. suffered from lack of
bowling talent. Wyatt-Smith and Payne were the most
successful bowlers, the former taking three wickets for 66 and
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the latter two for 99. Their fielding was of a high standard,
notably that of J. VV. N. Sharpe.

The School fielded after the interval, Tallent and Eglington
starting the bowling in place of the regular bowlers. Neither
of these having any success, Smith and Halliley were put on.
Hodgkinson was dismissed from a skier by Hopcraft off Smith,
and Olivier was caught shortly after off Halliley. Eglington
made 46 by good batting and was out with the score 90. vVith
one run added Witherby was dismissed, and stumps were
drawn, the game ending in the usual tame and absolutely
inevitable draw. In spite of this the game had its interesting
points, at least to the spectator, especially the Simmonds
Tallent partnership of 136, and the polished batting in each
innings of R. Eglington for the 0.55. The School fielding on
Friday was not up to standard; but, having been on the
Inspection parade all the morning, they were naturally tired.

0.SS.

Total (4 wickets) 91... 219

R. Eglington, b Mermagen
D. A. Hodgkinson, b Glover
F. H. Wright, bMermagen
R. B. Wyatt-Smith,c Glover,b Hopcraft
R. H. Kendal. run out
R. F. Parry, st Brown, b Hopcraft ...
J, W.N.Sharpe,c Ferguson,b Mermagen
D. B. Gaye, c Brown, b Hopcraft
S. J. Olivier, b Glover
R. G. Forbes-Bassett, b Glover
T, F. Witherby, not out ...
R. V. Payne, run out

Extras (byes, 3; leg-byes, 1)

Total

53 c Tallent, b Morgan ..
14 C Hopcraft, bSmith .
21)

63~ ~ did not bat
;)
6 not out
o did not bat

16 c Seddon, b Halliley ..
o did not bat
2 b Morgan
2 did not bat
4 Extras (byes, 7)

46
23

15

o

o

7

SCHOOL.
K. F. Ferguson, c Parry, b Payne 4
R. C. Eglington, c Sharpe, b Payne 19
A. A.E. Morgan, c Parry, b Kelldal 6
F. A. Simmonds, c Gaye, b Wyatt-Smith 123
J. A. Tallent, cParry, b\Vyatt-Smith 78
P.H.F.Mermagen,st Hodgkinson,b \Vyatt-Smith 1
Halliley, b Olivier 15
R. J. Brown, not out 17
Smith, not out 29
E. H. K. GlOVer}
A. W. Hopcraft did not bat
N. R. Seddon

Extras (byes, 7; leg-byes, 1; wides,4) 12

Total (7 wickets, declared) 304
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BOWLING ANALYSIS.

o.ss.
1st innings.
Overs. Maidens. Runs. Wickets.

Glover 17'4 3 51 3
Seddon 11 0 47 0
Hopcraft 17 4 48 3
Mermagen 14 0 49 3
Morgan 3 0 22 0

2nd innings.
Mermagen 1 0 7 0
MOI'gan 2 1 1 2
Smith 5 0 24 1
Halliley 4 0 19 1
Tallent 4 0 15 0
Eglinglon 4 0 23 0

SCHOOL.
Forbes-Basselt ... 14 1 37 0
Payne 27 1 99 2
Kendal 7 0 23 1
Witherby 1 0 10 0
Sharpe 4 0 20 0
Wrighl 3 0 12 0
Wyatt-Smith 11 0 66 3
Eglington 6 1 19 0
Olivier 2 1 6 1
Gaye 1 0 5 0

SCHOOL v. RADLEY.

Played on the Upper on Tuesday and Wednesday, June 15th
and 16th. Considering the fact that the wicket was hard and
easy, it was astonishing how few runs were scored, the only
individual score of over 40 being Eglington's 72, which, if some
whaLscratchy at the start, was cerbinly the best innings. The
reason may be found in weak defence on a fast wicket, as of
the 33 wickets which fell 27 were either bowled or lbw. It
may have been the excellence of ~he bowling or the nervous
strain of a school match. Most probably the explanation lies
in a combination of all these. The match was robbed of much
of its interest by the inability of either captain to play, owing
to German measles. This brought Kitching into the Raclley
and Smith into the Sherborne side.
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Radley won the toss and showed no anxiety to score, only
17 runs being made in 16 avers, Wickets fell with monotonous
regularity, the last wicket making the best stand, which
produced 30 runs. Kitching watched the ball carefully and
Bruton showed some enterprise, otherwise the batting was
undistinguished. The fact that Seddon got three wickets fairly
cheaply-all bowled-on a pitch quite unsuited to him, shows
how poor footvvork is penalised. The bowling, although very
steady and of good length, was certainly flattered.

The Sherborne innings was very similar, only the efforts of
Eglington and Smith producing much result, and the latter had
some fortunate escapes. La Touche, Gibbs, and Blunt shared
the wickets and of these Blunt was the best.

The Radley second innings was much like the first, Kitching
again playing very carefully. Later on Kershaw and WilIiams
both played attractively, but got out somewhat unaccountably.
Glover's pace was too much for the majority and Hopcraft's
swing was also a cause of trouble.

Left with 35 to get, Ferguson was out first ball, but Eglington
soon hit up 20 before being bowled by a beautiful ball from
La Touche. Simmonds was caught at the wicket, but after
three successive maiden overs Tallent obtained the necessary
runs and Sherborne had won by seven wickets. The fielding
of both sides was very keen and often good, the accuracy of
the Radley throwing being very noticeable.

RADLEY.

H. P. Dinwiddy, b Glover ... 2 lbw, b Glover 1
P. N. Kilching, b Hopcraft. .. 24- b Hopcraft 14
W. M. Vestey, b Seddon 9 b Hopcraft 2
C. M. Blunt, b Seddon 9 b Glover 3
S. L. Miller, b Glover 1 b Tallent 16
A. \V. Kershaw. b Glover 1 b Glover 24-
C. A. Preston, b Glover 19 b Glover 1
R. M. Williams, run out 9 b Hopcraft 15
H. B. V. Bruton. b Seddon ... 23 c and b Glover 13
P. J. Gibbs, b Glover 0 not out 1
P. D. La Touche, not out ... 8 b Hopcraft ... 7

Extras ... 10 Extras 11

Total ... 115 Total ... 108
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3

20
o
5
6
4

SCHOOL.
72 b La Touche
o lbw. b Blunt
7 not out

19 c Kitching, b La Touche
15 not out

lidnnt~t
20 Extras

R. C. EgIington, lbw, b Gibbs
K. F. Ferguson, b La Touche
A. A. E. Morgan, b La Touche
F.A. Simmonds. c Bruton, b La Touche
]. A. Tallent, b Blunt
C. D. H. Smith, b Blunt
R. ]. Brown, c Blunt, b Gibbs
E. R. K. Glover, run out
A. W. Hopcraft, c Gibbs, b La Touche
N. R. Seddon, not out
]. F. B. Carey, b Blunt
, Extras ...

Total ... 189 Total (for 3 wickets) 38

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

Glover
Hopcraft
Seddon

SCHOOL.
1st innings.

5 wickets for 29
1 " 16

... 3 ,. " 35

2nd innings.
5 wickets for 37
4 " 28
o " " 21

'Blunt
La Touche
Gibbs

RADLEY.
1st innings.

3 wickets for 44
4 " 72
2 " 22

2nd innings.
1 wicket for 18
2 " ,,17

SCHOOL v. CAIUS COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.

Played on Carey's, Thursday, July 4th. The rain, which
poured down on Sherborne on the morning of July 4th, proved
far from an unmixed evil: for, though it prevented the Xl's
last home match from being staged on the Upper, it made up
for this by causing the first match to be played on Carey's.
There was a stong wind blowing across the, ground and the
wicket was' naturally a little rough, but the new Tuck-shop
made quite a good pavilion, and on the whole the setting was
quite worthy of a School match. The School batted first, but
against the bowling of F. M. Heywood made a bad start: how
ever, Ferguson and Simmonds made a stand, and with Brown
playing steadily, the innings was declared at 142 for five. Caius
made a very bad start, but later the School chief bowlers were
rested and Mallock, who was substituting for Caius, hit hard;
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runs to get. It is
They batted well

P. E. Devitt and F. G. Warner (O.SS.) were included in the
Caius XI.

Score: School-142 for five, declared (K. F. Ferguson, 39;
F. A. Simmonds, 42; R. Brown, 33 not out). Caius-71 for
seven (C. C. Mallock, not out 31).

SCHOOL v. DOWNSIDE.

Played at Downside on Saturday, July 6th.

Downside won the toss and decided to bat on an easy paced
wicket; the weather was not too good and rain threatened.

Hopcraft and Glover opened the bowling to a right and a left
hander. Luckily O'Connor, the left-hander, had not made
many when Hopcraft got him caught. Runs, however, came
steadily and wickets fell at reasonably short intervals, till at
lunch the score stood at 98 for five wickets.

Lunch had its effect in a mild collapse, the score being 118
for eight. But the last two batsmen knocked about a bit and
eventually their innings closed for exactly 150 runs.

Eglington and Ferguson opened the School innings. Both
started well, Eglington especially got some balls away to leg
very nicely. But at 35 Eglington was out and this started a
period of very shaky batting, Simmonds was stumped rather
luckily for Downside before he had started. Mermagen stayed
a bit, but did not really get going. Tallent hit a four and his
wicket, and Brown was bowled by a ball that seemed to be
right off his stumps.

It was left to Alexander and Smith to stop the rot. They
kept together a little while, Alexander batting rather feebly
and Smith with much more confidence. However, Smith got
out first and at tea our score was -89 for seven with Alexander
and Glover in.

After tea it looked as if these two were going to pull the
game round, as both were batting stubbornly. But Alexander
was bowled round his pads and Glover edged a ball, which he
should have left alone, into the slips.

Hopcraft and Seddon were left with 30
to their credit that they very nearly did it.
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in a cnSlS, but with the score at 142 Hopcraft, too, put up a
catch into the slips.

It was bad luck that the School did not win, since all the real
batsmen of the side failed and the tail really made the runs.

DOWN SIDE.

A, P. O'Connor, c Simmonds, b Hopcraft
B. P. Smyth-Pigott, c Seddon, b Glover
A. F. AlIen, lbw, b Sed don
R. J. Evans, c Ferguson, b Mermagen
C. H. Butterfield, b Mermagen
R. F. Molesworth, c Seddon, b Glover
H. J. Radcliff, c Seddon b Hopcraft
H. W. Hibbert, not out
J. Arnald, c Smith, b Glover
R. E. O'Kelly, b Glover
F. W. Day, b Glover

Extras ...

Total

SCHOOL.

R. C. Eglington, c and b O'Connor
K. F. Fergusan, c O'Connar, b Evans
F. A. Simmonds, st O'Kelly, b O'Connor
J. A. Tallent, b O'Cannar
P, H. F. Mermagen, b O'Cannor
R. J. Brown, b O'Connor
C. D. B. Smith. b Day ...
D, H. D. Alexander, b O'Connor
E. R. K. Glover, c Evans, b Day
A. W. Hopcraft, c Day, b Evans
N. R. Seddon, not out

Extras ...

Total

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

3
44
13

7
3
8
9

19
o
9
3

32

150

21
20
o
5
4
o

17
19
18
15
8

15

... 142

Glover
Hopcraft
Seddon
Mermagen

SCHOOL.
5 wickets for 43
2 " 34
1 " 24
2 " 17

O'Connor
Day
Evans

DOWN SIDE.
6 wickets for 30
2 " 34

... 2 " 24

SCHOOL v. WESTMINSTER.

Played at Vincent Square on July 10th and 11th.
Westminster, winning the toss, decided to bat on a very fast

wicket. The innings did not start too well. vVith only 15 runs on
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the board Bompas, their captain, fell to a very good catch on the
leg side by Carey. Symington then came in and at once started
to bat confidently, although a little later Evetts, leaving a ball
on the off quite alone, was clean bowled. The score was now
37 for two wickets.

Aitken did not stay long, but Graham and Symington took
the score to 90, of which Graham scored 20. Symington, though
he gave one very difficult chance in the slips, was batting very
well and scoring most of the runs. However, with the score at
135, Carey made another excellent catch and got rid of Graham.

The next wicket did not fall till lunch time, when Symington,
who had scored 115, was out to a really brilliant catch by
Simmonds in the gully. At lunch the score was 184 for five.

Almost immediately after lunch Lonsdale put up a simple catch
off Hopcraft and was caught. \Vakely, however, stayed with
Luard, who was by this time nearing his fifty. But he did not
quite get it, Eglington bringing off a well-judged catch in the
deep to dismiss him. Milne and Wakely made a good
stand, but the innings closed when Brown caught Wakely
with the score at 245.

Glover bowled splendidly throughout the innings, and fully
deserved his excellent figures.

Eglington and Ferguson opened the School innings, but did
not play Graham's bowling at all confidently. \Vith the score
at six Eglington was completely beaten by a ball from him
which seemed to swing from leg. A run later Alexander was
run out through some bad calling by Ferguson.. Seven for two
did not look too well.

Simmonds came in next and after five minutes sent up an
easy catch which was unaccountably dropped. At tea the score
was 60 for three.

After tea Tallent shaped well, but was out at 70 to a good
ball from H.yland. Mermagen came in next and, with Simmonds,
took the score to 164. No praise is too high for his innings,
which came just when it was needed. He was very· unlucky,
in being out at 49, when he was bowled in attempting to hit a
ball on his leg stump out of the ground.

Brown soon fell to a brilliant catch on the leg side by Aitken,
and Glover was clean bowled an over later. Hopcraft, however,
stayed with Simmonds till the close of play, when the score
was 217 for seven, and Silllmonds 92 not out.
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Next morning Hopcraft and Simmonds took the score to 242
before Hopcraft was caught. Simmonds had by this time got
his century. When Seddon came in one felt that anything
could happen. But Seddon started off with every confidence
and with Simmonds put on 98 runs, at a time when making a
lot of runs meant the difference between winning and drawing
the match.

At 340 Simmonds was caught at the wicket for a brilliant
innings of 165. After being a bit shaky at the beginning he
settled down and played a really great innings. He gave very
few chances and scored all round the wicket.

Carey came in last and another good stand took the score to
419, both Seddon and Carey playing very well indeed. Seddon
treated all half-volleys as they should be, and Carey hooked round
the short balls to the leg boundary. Both innings would have
been good had they been played at number three and four in
the order. The innings closed at 12.45.

Though when play started it looked as if the match was
certain to be a draw,Westminster now were in a losing position.
They required 174 to avoid the innings defeat, there was nearly
four hours' play left, and the wicket was getting decidedly worn.

The first wicket fell at seven, when Mermagen ran a long
way to make a good catch off Hopcraft. At 25, Bompas was
out leg before to Hopcraft, and just before lunch Glover missed
a fairly easy catch from Symington in the slips. At lunch the
score was 34 for two.

After lunch Aitken and Symington continued, but the former
was soon out, caught by Simmonds. The next over Symington
was out to a good catch in the slips by Hopcraft, who has proved
himself a brilliant slip fielder. With Luard and Lonsdale
together it looked as if \Vestminster might pull the game round.
Lonsdale hit fearlessly, twice hitting Hopcraft out of the ground,
but when Eglington came on he hit up a catch into the~ ,deep
which Hopcraft took above his head very well. The score was
now 109.

Luard was still shaping well when Seddon came on at the top
end and got him leg before in his first over with a beautiful ball,
which broke from leg just enough to beat the bat. The
remaining batsmen did not last very long. Carey made a
good catch to dismiss Wakely, and Brown caught the last two,
one very hard at mid-on and one fairly eaSy at square-leg.
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Their score was 121, leaving us winners by an innings and 54
runs, with an hour and a half to spare.

The batting, bowling and fielding had all been good, and the
only time things had looked bad for us was at the beginning of
our innings, when we had two wickets down and only seven
runs on. Carey kept wicket better than he has done during
the whole season, and that is saying a lot.

Altogether it was a creditable win.

WESTMINSTER.

D. A. Bompas,cCarey, bGlover 4
J. A. Evetts, bGlover 15
1.W. A. Symington,c Sim monds, b Glover 115
P. R.Aitken, bGlover 2
H. B, Graham, c Carey, b Glover 20
J. K. Luard, c Eglington, b Hopcraft... 45
C.E.Lonsdale, c Simmonds, b Hopcraft 3
W. H. D. \Vakely, c Brown, bGlover ... 22
D. E. Hylard, b Glover 3
J. D. Argyle, lbw, bGlover 0
I. \V. Milne, not out 5

Extras 11

lbw, b Hopcraft 9
c Mermagen, b Hopcraft 2
c Hopcraft, b Glover ... 30
c Simmonds, b Hopcraft 3
b Hopcraft 6
lbw, b Seddon 23
c Hopcraft, b Eglington 37
c Carey, b Glover 3
cBrown, bGlover 2
c Brown, b Hopcraft 1
not out 0

Extras ... 5

Total ... 245 Total ... 121

SCHOOL.
R. C. Eglington, b Graham
le F. Ferguson, c Lnard, b Symington
D. H. D. Alexander, run out
F. A. Simmonds, c Bompas, b Graham
J. A. Tallent, b Hylard ...
P. H. F. Mermagen, b\Vakelv
R. J. Brown, c Aitken, b Symington
E. R. K. Glover, b Symington
A. \V. Hopcraft, c Argy le, b Graham
N. R. Seddon, not out ...
J. F. B. Carey, st Bompas, b Symington

Extras ...

Total

2
18
o

165
11
49
5
8

20
78
29
34

419

Glover ...
Hopcraft
Mermagen
Seddon ...
Eglington

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

WESTMINSTER.
1st innings.

Dvers. Maidens.
34 9
27 8
10 1
12 1
4 0

Runs.
76
65
41
42
10

Wickets.
8
2
o
o
O.
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2nd innings.
Overs. Maidens.

18 5
20.2 5

5 2
3 2
4 0

Runs.
38
59
10

1
8

Wickets.
3
5
o
1
1
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Symington
Graham
Wakely
Rylard ...

SCHOOL.
4 wickets for 113
3 70
1 44
1 ,,40

2ND XI.
Played, 8; won,2; lost, 1 ; drawn, 5.
From this summary of results it is easy to see that the 2nd

XI was not strong enough to force a victory against most sides.
This is due in the main to the inaccuracy of the bowling.
There was a marked tendency on the part of all the bowlers to
pitch short: this type of bowling will never get wickets against
good batsmen. l\Iorgan, particularly when he started to bowl
rather faster, showed promise, while Lean bowled fairly well in
the later matches. The fielding was usually fair, but more life
and anticipation was needed at times. The throwing-in steadily
improved. Oxley is a promising wicket-keeper.

Of the batsmen, Warren was by far the most consistent and
batted quite well as a rule. In the last few matches Mallock
played well, while Fegen hit hard, aided by some luck, on
several occasions. Of the others, Morgan and Halliley played
well on occasions, but were inconsistent; while Watkin- Williams
proved himself a dangerous forcing batsmen who usually made
a few runs when things were going badly. Moberly captained
the side quite well, but was rather unimaginative in the way he
used his bowlers at times.

2ND XI MATCHES.

SCHOOL 'V. CANFORD SCHOOL.

This match was played on the School ground on Saturday,
June 15th, and was completely spoilt by rain. Canford won
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the toss and batted first, making 181 for two wickets before
rain stopped play. The School bowling was really bad, and
I have seldom seen more runs given away through pitching
short. The teams waited for an hour and a half, passing the
time away playing games in the Pavilion, and the match was
finally abandoned at 5.30 p.m.

SCHOOL v. SHAFTESBURY GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

This match was played at Shaftesbury on Tuesday,June 25th.
The School won the toss and batted first. Alexander was out
early, but Warren and Halliley brought the score up to 40, and
were batting steadily when Halliley was out lhw. Gow came
in with Warren and they carried the score to 90, Warren
batting very well for 58; atter this the School collapsed, except
for Fegen, who made a very useful 32. The School made 166
all out.

Shaftesbury started shakily, but after twenty minutes batting
their captain settled down and batted really w~ll, making 62
before he was bowled by Watkin- \Villiams. The School fielded
well, particularly Alexander, who is Cl very promising cover;
the bowling was not as good as usual, and lost all its sting
towards the end of the match.

Shaftesbury won by three wickets.

SCHOOL v. DORSET COUNTY OFFICIALS.

This match was played on Carey's on Thursday, July 4th,
and resulted in a draw.

Moberly won the toss and elected to bat first on a slow
wicket: there was a strong cross-wind. For some time the
School fared badly: ~Toberly made some good shots before
being bowled by a really good ball, and vVarren and Carey both
fell to good catches. The innings was redeemed from complete
failure by some good hitting by Fegen (39). Though some
what rustic at times, he watched the ball well and made several
good shots.

The County Officials did even worse than the School and at
the close had lost eight wickets for 69. Morgan, bowling faster
than usual and making full use of a wicket which su.ited him,
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was the most successful bowler, with three wickets for 7 runs.
The fielding was steady without being brilliant: better anticipa
tion is needed.

SCHOOL V. DOWN SIDE 2ND XI.

This match was played on the Upper on Saturday, July 6th,
and ended in a draw.

The School won the toss and batted first, but for some time,
in spite of some hard hitting by Watkin-\Villiams, fared badly.
Carey and Morgan were both run out in attempting absurd
runs: indeed, throughout the innings the runnIng between the
wickets was very bad. Mallock played really well for 47, and
Fegen hit hard, if sometimes unscientifically, so that Moberly
was able to declare at 182 for seven, leaving Downside two
hours' batting.

Their early batsmen, favoured by some bad length bowling
and moderate fielding, made runs steadily, though not fast
enough to win. Later, however, both the bowling and fielding
improved and at the end eight wickets were down for 111.
Morgan was again the best bowler and deservedly obtained
four wickets.

SCHOOL v. COLTS.

This match was played on the Upper and extended over
several afternoons.

The 2nd XI batted first and at the end of the first day had
five wickets down for 114. Warren batted well for 56, but he
must learn not to flick at the good length ball just outside his
off stump. \Vatkin-Williams again hit hard and well. Next
day Mallock batted really well, hitting the ball hard and making
some good strokes. Morgan also batted well, making some good
shots to leg. Eventually, early on the third day, Moberly
declared at 281 for eight wickets. Mallock failed by twelve to
reach his hundred. The Colts bowling throughout was steady,
Manning being most successful with three wickets, Hogg and
and Smith quart. each taking two. The fielding was also
excellent, and Dick, though open to criticism on one or two
points, captained the side well, setting an excellent example in
the field. The catch with which he dismissed Mallock was a
very good effort.
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The Colts' batting was at :first very good, 112 being scored
for the :first wicket. Dick gave a really good display, making
many fine shots on both sides of the wickets. Lyle, too, after
a shaky start, made some nIce shots. The running between the
wickets, if risky at times, was quite good. The 2nd XI :fielding
was distinctly poor, and much of the bowling lacked accuracy.
\Vhen once a wicket had fallen, there was a great improvement
in both departments, and before the end nine wickets had fallen
for 180. Smith mi. defended well and Penno made one or two
good strokes. For the 2nd XI Snowden was the steadiest and
most successful bowler.

COLTS.

COLTS 'V. MONCKTON COMBE COLTS.

This match was played on the Upper on July 11th, and
resulted in an easy victory for Sherborne Colts. They started
moderately, but Dick played bright and good cricket to make 41.
Smith quart. and Evans both batted steadily for 33 and 30
respectively. Candler (38 not out), batted in most promising
style, and was responsible for most of the runs after the :fifth
wicket had fallen. Dick declared at 193 for seven. The last
few batsmen might with advantage have forced the pace more.

Monckton Combe batted poorly,only Sergel (23 and Shaw (11)
reaching double :figures. The Colts bowled steadily, but were
flattered by the respect paid to over-pitched balls. The wickets
were evenly divided. The fielding was :first rate.

1\1onckton Cambe followed on and before the close lost seven
wickets for 49, Sergel (14, not out) alone showing any ability to
play the bowling.

COLTS 'V. DOWN SIDE COLTS.

Sherborne, 207 for nine wickets. Dowllside, 138 all out.
Sherborne went in first and the first four wickets fell very

rapidly, so that it appeared that the side would be all out for less
than 100. The situation was saved, however, by Evans, who,
backed up sufficiently well by the rest of the side, managed to
carry the total to 207 before the innings was declared at tea
time. Evans carried his bat for 83. The rest of the side were
never sure of themselves, but this can partly be accounted for
by the slightly corrugated surface of the wicket.
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After tea the match became exciting. Two hours were left
for Downside to make 208 or Sherborne to dispose of them.
The last man was caught out by Fox off Evans three and a half
minutes before the closing time. Downside hit well and runs
came rapidly. Hogg and Manning both bowled quite well,
though Downside took all advantage of their too many leg balls.
Oxley kept wicket well, and the side as a whole, who were
well placed and managed by Dick, fielded very keenly.

THE SENIOR COLTS AND 3RD XI.

As last year, the 2nd game comprised the 3rd XI and Senior
Colts and proved a satisfactory way of discovering likely talent
for the Upper. Morgan played several times for the 1st XI
and Carey tert. and Oxley eventually found a permanent place
in the 2nd X 1. The authorities decided to institute a 3rd
game for those of Senior Colts age, who were not able to find
places in the Colts XI, but who showed sufficient keenness and
promise to save them from the dead end of Senior and Junior
Leagues. As long as Senior League Cricket is played as it is
at present, this game may prove indispensable.

The Colts played Downside and Monckton Cornbe, winning
both matches very easily, after a poor start at Downside. A
match against the 2nd XI proved a much better test and
produced some really good cricket.

Dick proved an excellent captain. Out of form and luck
with the bat for the first half of the term, he came into his own
with 41 against Monkton Combe and 60 against the 2nd XI.
He set an excellent example in the field and managed the side
keenly and quietly. Of other batsmen Fox and Candler are
easily the most promising, though the former never really came
off, but he proved a capable wicket-keeper after Oxley left.
Lyle and Smith quart. are both useful and Lyle makes a sound
No. 1. The bowling was really more promising than the bat
ting. Here Smith quart., Penno and Hogg show decided
promise, while Evans and Manning with rather laboured
actions contrive to bowl some good balls, the latter especially
seems able to keep a length all day and produce a really
difficult ball every now and then. Smith mi. and ViiIson ma.
bowled their slow stuff with great effect at times, though
whether they are likely to succeed in better cricket is open to
q.uestion, Wilson can certainly swing and spin the ball, but
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his control of both is often sadly lacking. The fielding, poor
to start with, improved enormously.

The 3rd XI had an enjoyable season, It was capable of
some good batting and bowling, but not fielding. More often
the batting was quaint and the bowling ridiculously unintelli
gent. Snowden with more stamina and Devitt ma. with more
ease, would be really good bowlers, while King-Church had
some great days. Mallock with more trouble, Baines with
bet"ter footwork, and Godwin with more discretion, would be
useful batsmen. Several wicket-keepers were tried!

3RD XI MATCHES.

May 16th, v. Bruton (away). Won by four wickets.
Sherborne-67 for six. Mallock, 40.
Bruton-66.

Bowling: Fegen, four for 16; Carey, three for 7.

May 18th, v. Sherborne 2nd XI (on Terrace). Lost.
Sherborne 2nd X/-l 24.
Sherbome 3rd X/-I06. Warren, 27; Godwin, 17, not out.

June 8th, v. Milborne Port (away). \lVon by two wickets.
Milborne Port-146. Parsons, 47.
Sherbome-147 for eight. l\Iallock, 57.

Bowling; Wilcox, four for 23.
June 15th, v. Canford 2nd XI. \IVon by five wickets.

Canford-92.
Sherborne-93 for five. IHallock, 32; \Villiams, 23, not out.

Bowling: Snowden, three for 56.
July 6th, v. Milborne Port. Lost.

Milborne Port-7l.
Sherbome-60.

Bowling: King-Church, seven for 21.

JUNIOR COLTS.

The Junior Colts had quite a successful season taken all
round. Of the two matches played-both against DOlVnside
the home match was lost by three wickets and the away match
won by an innings and ninety runs.
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Fenwick made an admirable captain and batted very
consistently -- his wicket-keeping was rather disappointing.
Others who did well were Jenkins, Chase and Robinson as
batsmen, and \Valler, \Varre-Dymond and Holloway as bowlers.
The fielding was keen but not over good. The best feature of
the play throughout the term was the tendency to hit the ball
hard whenever opportunities occurred, and the worst feature
was the frequency with which such opportunities occurred
owing to the looseness of a great deal of the bowling.

Considering that three of the Junior Colts found their way
into the Senior Colts team, the term's play would seem to be
distinctly promising as regards the School cricket in the next
two or three years.

SENIORS.

SECOND ROUND.

SCHOOL HOUSE "B" v. FOX'S.

This match, played on No. 3, resulted in a win for School
House" B" by seven wickets. Fox's batted first and after
some good batting by Glover and Gow were dismissed for
139, King-Chnrch bowling magnificently to obtain five for 13.

School House "B" then lost their first nine wickets for 91
runs, but a fine last wicket stand between WiIliams and Devitt
added 59 runs, leaving School House "B" with a lead of 11
runs in the first innings. \Villiams carried his bat with a very
creditable 56 not out.

In Fox's 2nd innings School House "B" were handicapped
by the absence of Hopcraft: but, owing to the steady bowling
of King-Church, the first nine wickets were obtained for 152
runs, of which Godfray secnred 76. Again, however, a last
wicket stand changed the aspect of the match, Webb mi. and
Cooper ma. adding 98 more runs. This left School House" B"
with 242 runs to get in their 2nd innings, which they secured
for the loss of three wickets. Alexander ma. batted well to
obtain 92 not out, being supported by H opcraft, who secnred
68 not out. This finished a thoroughly enjoyable match, which
was interesting throughout, and exciting to the very end.

Fox's-139 and 250; School House" B "-150 and 242·for
three.

School House "B"-A. \V. Hopcraft, D. H. D. Alexander,
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Beattie, Dick, King-Church, \!\Tilliams, Devitt ma., Jacob,
Innes, Mossman, Edwards.

Fox's-P.Watkin-Williams, E. R. K. Glover, R. V.Godfray,
Gow, Buttenshaw, Smith quart., Webb mi., Auret, Cooper,
Brown, Platt.

PARRY-laNES' v. ELDERTON'S.

Played on the Upper on June 18th, 19th and 20th.
Elderton's won the toss and elected to bat, but against the

bowling of Mermagen and Lean they could make little headway,
and were dispatched for 85; Mermagen taking three wickets
for 29 and Lean four for 25. Parry-Jones' replied with 150, of
which Ridout mi. and Haines contributed 36 and 48, not out,
respectively. In the second innings Warren, Smith and
Snowden hit hard, but a collapse of the tail left Parry-Jones' 79
to win. They lost three wickets cheaply, but Carey and Lyle
made victory assured; and the former's 47 not out was a very
useful innings. For the losers, Smith bowled well, taking seven
wickets for 64 in all. The fielding throughout was good.

Elderton's-85 and 143; Parry-Jones'-150 and 79 for four.

FINAL.

PARRY-laNES' v. SCHOOL HOUSE" E."

This was a match of fluctuating fortune with the batsmen
definitely yielding pride of place to the bowlers. At the end
Parry-Jones', however, won more easily than perhaps they
should have done by III runs.

Parry-Jones' won the toss and went in to bat on a plumb
wicket. They had none too good a start and three wickets
were down for 49. Then came a big stand by Mermagen and
Baines, who took toll of some experimental bowling. After
they had put on nearly 100 runs the partnership was broken by
Hopcraft and Devitt, and, except for some really stout-hearted
play by Robinson, the rest of the side did not offer much
resistance.

School House "B" also started ill, but unlike Parry-Jones'
they failed to retrieve the situation. Mermagen bowling as
fast as he could do, and Lean swinging the ball on the length,
soon accounted for a rather lifeless opposition. Jacob alone
made any resistance, going in first and being seventh out for 25.
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Parry-Jones' went in again on Thursday evening with a
comfortable lead of 85 runs. Again the batting failed and
wickets fell at an unnecessarily steady rate till the side were
out for 78. Hopcraft aud King-Church both bowled very well,
but some of the hatsmen were inclined to offer their wickets by
playing back to half-volleys.

So School House "B" had 164 to get and never looked like
doing it. Disaster followed disaster, three wickets being down
for 10 runs and the side out for 52. lnnes played a plucky
innings of 14 not out against Mennagen bowling really well
and fast. The rest of the side tried to play correct cricket in
the wrong circumstances and allowed themselves to be bowled
out without trying to demoralize the bowlers. The innings of
School House "B" provided an object lesson to the all interested
spectators, that you cannot play slow bowling unless you move
both your feet and jf you let the slow bowler keep his length.

The display of batting flattered the bowling, certainly of
Lean, though he deserved all the wickets he got.

The fielding of Parry-Jones' was very definitely superior to
School House "B," and they entirely deserved their victory.
School House lost Williams in the first innings with chicken
pox.

Parry-Jones'-185 (Mermagen, 51; Baines, 40; King
Church, three for 18); and 78 (King-Church, five for 16;
Hopcraft, four for 30).

School House "8"-100 (Jacob, 25; Mermagen, four for
35; Lean, four for 38); and 52 (Lean, five for 19; Mermagen,
four for 26).

JUNIORS.

Parry-Jones' were the winners with 13 points, Ross' second
with 12 points and School House" B " third with 9 points, out
of a total 14. The standard this year was as high as ever, and
the keenness shown throughout was remarkably good.

LEAGUES.

SENIOR AND JUNIOR COMBINED.

Bensly's won the League Cup with 22 points, and School House
were second with 21 points. More enthusiasm was shown in
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both Senior and Junior Leagues than for many years, and it is
only to be hoped that this can be kept up, as enthusiastic League
cricket is as much of a joy to play as it is to watch, and it also
affords considerable scope for choosing boys to play in School
games.

JUNIORS

'" '"'", '"
~ ~ " '" '" 0

" ~ ~ -a "'0

'"t~ 2 " '" '" .."- - '" "Cl " :::: ...
u5 ui '" " " iii " 0

0

"" ~ '" p:: f-<

School House 'A' 1 0 0 2 2 0 2 7
School House 'B' 1 1 1 2 2 0 2 9
Parry-Jones' 2 1 2 Z 2 2 2 13
Bensly's ... 2 1 0- 2 2 0 0 7
Fox' 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
Elderton's 0 0 0 0 2- 0 2 4
Ross' 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 12
O'Hanlon's 0 0 0 2 0 0 0- 2

JUNIOR LEAGUE

School House 'A' 2 2 0 2 2 1 1 11
School House 'B' 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Parry-Jones' 0 2- 0 0 0 2 0 4
Bensly's ... 2 2 2 2 2 2 I) 12
Fox's 0 1 2 0- 0 0 0 3
Elderton's 0 2 2 0 2- 0 2 8
Ross' 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 8
O'Hanlon's 1 2 2 2 2 0 0- 9

SENIOR LEAGUE

'", '" .~

" '" § ~" ~ ~'0
.~ p=. '" ~ ~- il '" "Cl ...

ui
0 '" 0

~ 0 "p:: "" ~ '" f-<

School House 2 0 2 2 2 2 10
Ross' 0 2 0 0 0 2 4
Parry-Jones' 2 0 0 2 0 2 6
Bensly's 0 2 2 2 2 2 10
Fox's ... 0 2 0 0- 0 0 2
Elderton's 0 2 2 0 2 2 8
O'Hanlon's 0 0 0 0 2 0- 2
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F. A. Simmonds
R. C. Eglington
P. H. F. Mermagen
C. D. B. Smith
].A. Tallent
E. R. K. Glover
R.]. Brown
K. F. F erguson
A. W. Hopcraft
]. F. B. Carey

Also:-
N. R. Seddon
P. E. IVI. Shaw
D. H. D. Alexander
A. A. E. Morgan

E. R. K. Glover
A. W. Hopcraft
P. H. F. Mermagen
N. R. Seddon
R. C. Eglinton.

Also :-- '
A. A. E. Morgan
C. D. B. Smith
]. A. Tallent

BATTING.
Times

Iunit:gs. Not out.

11 0
12 0
8 0
4- 1

10 2
9 1
9 1

12 1
8 1
5 1

6 4-
4- 0
3 0
6 1

*Not out.

BOWLING.
Overs. l\'1aidens.

227.4- 4-7
227.3 4-7
115.5 20
116 27

52 7

18 2
5 0

10 1

Runs.

502
337
222

77
205
173
151
196
88
34

108
66
30
46

Runs.

611
591
334
359
150

86
24
4-3

Highest
Score.

165
72
60
31
78
52
4-9
4-6
21
29

78*
31
19
16

Wicket~.

4-3
33
16
12

4-

4
1
1

Average.

4-5.64
28.08
27.75
25.65
25.63
21.63
18.88
17.82
12.57

8.5

54.0
16.5
10.0
9.5

Average.

14.21
17.91
20.87
29.92
37.5

21.5
24-.0
43.0

A keen and
Has plenty of
Has it in him

CHARACTERS OF THE XI.
P. H. F. MERMAGEN (1927-8-9, Captain).

cheerful captain; a good field and fast bowler.
shots, but has not done himself justice as a bat.
to score freely.

A. 'vV. HOPCI{AFT (1927-8-9). A steady bowler with a useful
swing, who has been of great assistance. A safe catch, but
not an all-round field; a useful bat late in the innings.
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E. R. K. GLOVER (1928-9). A formidable fast bowler who
may do very well indeed. Can make runs fast: is not a quick
field.

N. R, SEDDON (I Q28-9). Has seldom had a wicket to suit
him. Has played some courageous innings when badly needed.
Too slow in the field.

R. C. EGLINGTON (1928-9). Probably the best bat in the
side, but has not come off since he had German measles. A
fair change bowler and a good field.

F. A. SIMMONDS (l929). A useful bat when he has settled
down. Variable in the field. His great score at \Vestminster
will be long remembered.

]. A. TALLENT (l929). A better bat than his score shows.
Can bowl when needed; a good field, but needs a more accurate
throw-in.

J. F. B. CAREY (1929). A good and very courag-eous wicket
keeper, whose hands have given him constant trouble. Should
do well. Has made some runs, too.

K. F. FERGUSON (1929).. A better bat than his average
suggests: has played especially well in away matches and
carried his bat in the M.C.C. match. A quick ground field who
has saved a lot of runs.

R.]. BROWN (1929). Has played some forceful innings and
been a most useful deputy wicket-keeper. His fielding has
improved a lot.

C. D. V. SMITH (1929). An improved bat who hits the ball
hard; a fair field with a good throw-in; will make a useful
change bowler.

The Captain of Games wishes to thank all ;\Iasters who have
acted as Coaches or Umpires, as well as the Ground Staff who
have done so much for the grounds and pitches: and last, but
not least, the tireless workers at the Tuck Shop, who have
responded so well to any emergency.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
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[The Editors of The Shirbllrt,ialt do not hold themsel ves responsible for
the opiuions expressed by contributors.]

To the Editors of The Shirburuiau.

Dear Sir,
\Vith reference to the mention of my name, which occurred in a letter

of your June issue, written hy a gentleman-scoundrel, I should say
styling himself by the opprobrious title of "Reginald False-Teeth," I
I should like to emphasize the fact of my existence (Press please Copy).
For the further information of any who stil1 entertain doubts upon the
subject, I would refer them to the O.S. Register.

Further, I challenge this cowardly rogue to come out iuto the open, to
reveal his identity and take his beating like a man. (For, after a thorough
scrutiny of a contemporary roll book, I can find nothing approaching this
wierd and inharmoniuous combination, and am left to conclude that he
is skplking behind the blackguardly cover of a pseudonym).

Yours truly,

C. O. HASELDEN.

Dear Sir,
At the rehearsal in the Abbey for the Commemoration Service we were

asked to regard the service as our own and to lead the singing. At the
actual service it was impossible to fulfil this request owing to the shortage
of copies of the order of the service. In my row there were two copies
between six people. I admit that most people know the special psa.lms by
heart, but not, perhaps, the hymns or the order of the service. Surely the
authorities could provide a snfficient uumber of copies for the most
important event of Commemoration Day.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

L. M. G. HARRIS.

Dear Sir,
I write to you not in the ultimate hope that any suggestion of mine

should be carried out; that I freely aclmit would be rather much to expect,
but merely because I have au itch to record a probably worthless opinion
before I leave this School. The vexed question of the allotment of
periods for Sports, Hockey, and Football, will no doubt produce next
Easter, as in past years, its annual crop of heated arguments.

Hockey, "the game for girls," as we have heard one of our sweetest
enthusiasts call it, achieved a genuine triumph last year. It received
recognition, in so far as the giving of School Colours may be called
recognition, but it did Itot receive at any time any greater measure of
that enthusiasm "which droppeth like the gentle ram from heaven upon
the House beneath," if one may paraphrase Shakespeare.

Senior men, if they cared for the game, had ample opportunities to play
it-for about a fortnight. Then, if they had any general athletic ability,
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House patriotism required that they should practise and train for running
and leaping-Sports in which several handsome Cups may be won!

Much the same happened with the middle and junior people. only
their games, as might be expected, since they were treated as a relaxation
for the serions work of football, and lacked the stimulus of "All ont, all
the way," very often developed into a farce. The very fact a reasonable
proportion of them produced evenly contested and interesting struggles is
proof enough of the amount of enthusiasm for the game latent in the School.

If a little of the diehard energy that pounded away at impossible sides
for next year's Thirds long after all other football was over (a senseless
waste of energy, since a large crop of new boys, nearly a year's growth.
and a whole Michaelmas term for practise, wiII upset the calculations of
the most experienced coach) could be diverted to House Hockey, something
really startling might take place. Of course there is really no chance
of this until at least one (if not two) Large and Handsome Silver Cups
have been presented for competition in Hockey between Houses. A sad
fact, but true, that people will rarely do something for nothing in this
rather commonplace and materialistic world. Naturally I should be the
person to make this offer, but since my worldly wealth is at present but a
few shillings, I am afraid I cannot meet the strain. But I promise, when
and if my ship comes in, to carry it out, if it has not been done already.

But, if Hockey is to become a serious game-a game in which Cups
may be won - what is to happen to the Sports, whose experts already
complain that tbey have not really enough time to put on the last polish
which breaks records? Heaven help lest they should lose by the
presumption of this interloper Hockey!

At tbe end of this term, during the last fortnight, the inventive wit of
of authority has been exercised to an unusual degree in the attempt to find
everyone a job upon the School fields, wben cricket (except for a Senior's
final) has in fact come to a standstill. Soon we shall be reduced to
playing puddox, after the charm of broomstick cricket has faded. My
suggestiou, which by now has probably occurred to you, is that the Sports
(all except the Steeplechases, which could be run easily enough
contemporaneous with .Hockey, during the Easter Term) should be run at
end of the Summer Term. A track should be possible somewhere on the
vast expanse of Carey's. where moving figures would not distract the eye
of the batsman on the Upper, and surely the dates of cricket finals could
be arranged SO as to make them interfere as little as possible, The two
winning Houses would perhaps stand a very slightly decreased chance of
doing well in the Sports, but. knowing human nature, it is possible to
judge how very small the decrease would be.

Furthermore, the Swimming Sports would fit in admirably with the
Running, competitors reaching at the end of the term a quite unparalleled
state of physical fitness. This, at the same time, would give Swimming
an opportunity of receiving its need of recognition, and of attaining a
position somewhere on an equality with Ruiming. Finally. the chances of
that Relay (or Team) Racing in the Running Sports, of which we have
heard so much lately, wiil be appreciably enhanced; for in Swimming
there is little else of real importance.

I have heard but one real argument advanced against this scheme:
i.e.-the heat. Surely the success of the recent Schools' Athletic i\Ieeting
at Stamford Bridge, during the last fortnight, is sufficient to answer this?

Yours sincerely, A LEAVER.
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AN OPEN LETTER TO THE EDITORS.

[JULY,

Dear Sirs,
As was not altogether unexpected, your reply to my carefully restrained

accusation was evasive and singularly obscure. But to entrench yourselves
behind the immortal phrase "The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for the opinions of their contributors" is merely ignoring the
the issue at stake and laying yourself open to further distrust. You imply
(for that is the construction to be put upon your words) that you are
bound to publish any letter that comes along. Do you think your Editor's
Plea would save you if a letter were published containing some untrue but
damaging statements against certain members of the Staff? Or, if there
were started a lively but distinctly indecorous correspondence on under
wear? I think not. Nobody is going to quarrel with you because Black
prefers" Jaeger," and \Vhite "Luvisca;" but I fancy somebody would for
letting them publish the fact in this eminent journal.

But no matter: you have let forth yet another interesting statement.
It is with- the greatest interest that I notice you chanpion the cause of the
Society for the Reform of Masculine Dress. I am awaiting with eager
expectation the day when you and Mr. Shanks B. Shonks attend Morning
School in Corps shorts and cricket shirt, and thus preserve your names
for ever as the Immortal Trio. Perform but this, and your present failing
popularity in this quarter will soar to the skies. Recrimination will
change its tributes of gratitude; a garland of laurels will replace the girdle
of thorns.

I hope you will attain more success than the Junior Clerk who was
told "to go home and dress properly." The frigidity of your reception in
some quarters should be amply recompensed by the warmth of it else
where. What a pity you did not partake of the unparelled opportnnity
for your Demonstration afforded by Commemoration! But pray let it
be soon; I for one will be there to cheer,

'Yours, cordially and hopefully,

PRO BONO PUBLICO.

Sir,
Our ancient pile, though in all other respects excellent, has one custom,

which I, for one, have little patience with. I refer, sir, to the almost
universal employment of that vulgar and objectionable word (why, sir,
the ink dries on my pen when I come to write it: but come, I must be
brave) that objectionable word, "sweaty," which has become general in the
School for describing any task or business, which may justly claim.to
entail some toil or hardship, and in the course of which we must inevitably
exude some little moisture from our skins. In fact, so general has the
use of this word become, that I have even heard scholars of our college using
it in the presence of the fair sex, thus causing a flush of shame to spring
to cheeks which should never colour but with the virgin blush of modesty.
Though no pedant (my young friends will hardly believe me, but I am prone
to occasionally commit a grammatical fault myself) I feel that this
unpleasant and only too expressive word is hardly in keeping with the
high conversational standard which we otherwise adhere to.

Believe me, Sir, to obediently remain,
Your humble servant,

"BEAKY."
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Sir,
I am one of many working for the School Certificate, but whole-hearted

work is impossible as long as the penetratin!( rasp of Wind-Instruments
continues to come from the Old Music School at all hours of the day.

Hecently a new Music House has been added to the School Buildings,
but I suppose that no Music School can be expected to tolerate Wind
Instruments.

I remain, Sir,
Yours, etc.

REMOVEIT (E).

Sir,
Following a number of suggestions and offers concerning National

. Parks, recently made in The Times, I would like to suggest that certain
reaches of the Yeo be bought up to form a National Park for Sherborne.
Its beauty is so uniformly unquestionable that I hardly dare to make a
selection, but possibly that reach which lies between the Gas \Vorks and
the \Vest Hill Bridge would serve as weB as any other.

I remain,
Your obedient servant,

A WELL WISHER.

Dear Sir,
Might I raise the question of Sunday at School?
Most people will agree that at present Sunday, though undoubtedly a

day of rest, is also a day of di~comfort and boredom. The discomfort is
produced by the blue suits, the boredom by the prohibition of aB games.
The blue suit is admirably suited to the functions of morning and evening
Chapel, but in between is an embarassing nuisance. It demands that the
wearer should constantly be on the watch for dirt that might defile it,
brambles that might tear it, and fluff that might adhere to it: it prevents
him from lolling against walls or lying on the ground.

Encased in this delicate garment it is difficult for the average hoy to
find occupations for the afternoon. He has, in fact, to choose between
sitting in his study reading or cooking, or sitting outside if it is summer,'

. or going for a walk. The first two occupations are unhealthy, the last
very dull. True in the summer he may bathe, but unless he is a privileged
person that only means three minutes active swimming.

The obvious remedy is to permit people to change after lunch, and
occupy themselves how they will during the afternoon, no ban being placed
on any games or on bicycling. On grounds of morality there cannot
possibly be any objection; the greater part of the rest of England
sanctions Sunday games, and anyhow it is absurd to pretend that a boy
is more christianly occupied in reading an Edgar \Vallace than in playing
tennis.

Of course such a reform is out of the question yet awhile. It is too
much to expect that public schools in adopting twentieth century electric
lighting and central heating, should resign the prejudices and superstitions
of the nineteenth. Anyhow, God forbid that Sherborne should give the
lead to the other public schools in so important a matter.

. Yours not in the least hopefully,

XXTfl CENTURY,
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Sir,
There have been, I believe, of late, many accusations against our

Public Schools, chief of which has been the charge of uniformity'- "You
turn out nothini{ but mechanical dummies and you destroy all
individualism." Since I have lately sent my sou to one of these Iustitutions,
I determined to investigate tne matter, and I have been able, I am
pleased to say, to clear the Schools completely of any trace of guilt.

My method, mainly, has been to seek for two classes, the dreamers,
who are bounded by no law, and those strong minds who bend to no
convention but are a law unto themselves. Space will only allow me to
give you a few examples from my researches, but a more detailed account
will be obtainable in a book I am now publishing.

In the case of the dreamers, examples abound. There is the boy who
asked at his school food-shop for "a whole school day." Thereis the boy
who thought that he was a conjurer and produced live pigeons from his
pockets: the boy who absent-mindedly lit a squib under his neighbour's
seat. Or, there is that earnest person who, during a Latin lesson, found
his Latin proses so bad that he was constrained to commit them to the
flames, then and there, in his desk.

Turning to the 'other side, there are examples of a more interesting type.
You must have already noticed a young constitution-maker whose early
efforts appeared in your last number. To this example of a strong mind
I shall only add two more.

The first concerns religious enthusia. This boy, during the whole of a
long sermon was seen sitting motionless, his head sunk deep upon his
breast, in profound meditation, 'You might almost have said he was
asleep. Yet so carried away was he that at the end of the sermon he
sprang to his feet, as the others rose, and began to clap loudly, as
though at some concert.

The last example concerns one of our O.T.C. during an inspection.
Rank in the army is generally reckoned by the number of stripes, etc., a
man bears. Not so, thought our strong-minded one, and on being asked
by the General "What rank are you ?" he sprang smartly to attention and
answered" Rear rank Sir i" Surely they are not all alike.

I remain,
Your obedient sel'vant,

J. J. FFROUKKES.

P.S. I am not in any. way connected with the management of our
Public Schools. J.J.F.

Dear Sir,
I should like to call to the notice of the authorities the hole in the

wire netting of No. 5 Squash Court. I feel sure that, if the Games Fund
is too low, the School would be willing to subscribe for a new piece of
wire netting.

Would it also be possible for the strip of glass roof of the Squash
Courts which faces west to be painted green? This would not exclude
sufficient light to matter and would prevent the afternoon glare of the sun,
which makes Sqnash almost impossible. .

I am,
Yonrs,

A. N. IMPROVEMENT,
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Dear Sir,
Of course we are too youthful to know what is good for us, but do the

School authorities really know the awful consequences of Early Morning
Hall on the schoolboy temperament, which is sunny and cheerful by
nature?

Supermen have been known to manage regularly with three hours sleep
in the twenty-four. Some of us may be supermen in the embryo: but
most of us are very ordinary. The majority of us could do with more
sleep, if sleep beautifies. I cannot awake refreshed and eager for the
day's toil at 6.30 a.m. It is many weary minutes before I drop off into
blissful slumber, only to be roused in what seems ten minutes (and to all
intents and purposes it is ten minntes) by the heavy tread of Authority.
Staggering to the shower, I receive sufficient shock to wake me for ten
minutes, but thereafter relapse once more into a state of coma and
probably wake up about the second hour.

This is the way to start the day. In this way we obtain the desire for
work Gladly we would sleep and do the work after breakfast. But it is
a time-honoured custom (we are uitra-conservative in these matters) that
those of us who by dint of a long and patient struggle have cultivated
stubble upon the chin, should remove it after breakfast. An important
and solemn rite that must not be hurried. So, stifling a yawn with one
hand and fingering our beard unlovingly with the other, we strive to
remove our thoughts from speculation upon the fare for breakfast and
concentrate them on Aeschylus or Inorganic Chemistry or their equivalent.

But worse is yet to come. Breakfast has ever been a matter of heavy
import to our race. Gloom and silence is the tradition. Here fifty
hungry, savage mortals, normally blameless and incapable of guile, sit
down in an ugly mood with a sudden distaste for their fellows, their
customs, and their habits, The silence is only broken by the exchange
of pleasantries. Curt, stinging, and meant to hurt. Moreover, the
intimacy in which we live provides boundless material for criticism. Our
face; the shape of our nose; our mannerisms; our style of mastication;
our hair; the manner of the tieing of the tie; our legs; in fact any
irregularity with which we have been blessed-all these are dwelt upon
with emphasis.

Nor are we soothed with the advent of the marmalade-stage; for,
owing to the communism which invariably prevails amongst a number of
persons in daily intimacy, there is never any marmalade.

Believe me, sir, it is not good enough,
'What with the Usual Sherborne \Veather, School Clothes, and Early

Morning School it is a wonder we ever smile.
Perhaps that is the whole idea-to curb our too exuberant dispositions.
In conclusion, I must apologise for trespassing at such length on your

columns, but then the matter is of great importance; although nothing
can be expected to come of a protest from such an uninfluential quarter
the boys themselves. Besides, this letter is written very sincerely, but
(I fear) anonymously.

JOHN BLUNT.

Dear Sir,
Is it, I ask you, in accordance with our unusually high standard of

hygiene to allow filthy water to run from roofs into our Swimming
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Bath? After all, we strive to keep the Bath clean; witness the throwing
in of various chemical substances, and yet we have no objection every
time it rains, to sitting back and watching the water run from the Five
Courts' roofs on to the tin roof in the Bath and finally into the Bath,
which thus becomes befouled with thick ooze which the water has
collected on its journey.

I dare say this was good enough for our forefathers, but surely we of
the twentieth century cannot endure snch a flagrant breach of common
hygienic laws?

Yours, etc.,

BLACK BOTTOM.

Dear Sir,
I should like, on behalf of the Archaeological Society, to thank

Mr. Jarrett for arranging so delightful an expedition to Bath and
Bradford-on-Avon, and to congratulate him on the great success of this
and all the other expeditions of the term.

Hoping he will arrange many more for the benefit of the Society.

I remain, Sir.
Yours sincerely,

AESTIMATIO.

THE USE OF THE NOM-DE-PLUME IN CORRESPONDENCE.

Dear Sir,
For some years past your correspondence pages have been freely used

by those who wish to denounce the practice of signing lettt'rs with a
nom-de-plume. I am extraordinarily glad to see that these attempts to
shame the anonymous from their habits have been practically, if not
entirely, unsuccessful. However, I am not aware of any answer being
written to defend the nom-de-plume, and since it is a most reasonable
and sometimes essential institution, I think the need of such a defence
should be clearly understood, if only to correct those who are obviously
suffering from absurd delusions.

As far as one can see, their main line of attack is this-that to hide
one's identity in declaring opinions is to show a lack of conviction and a
fear of public criticism. That, of course, sounds a very right way of
thinking. But those who uphold it do not trouble to think of the "pros"
as well as the "cons" of the case. Here is the other point of view.

(a) In a public school, perhaps more than elsewhere, there are
many grades, chiefly dependent on athletic achevement, which decide
the standing of an individual. A letter-writer with a low standing, who
uses his own name, will be considered a "nobody," and by some
process of snobbery his opinion will probably be dismissed, because he
is not personally acoomplished.
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(b) The main object of this correspondence,page is presumably to
allow free controversy. He who sets forth his opinion in the
Shirhurnian expects to be answered in the same way. He knows that
if he signs his true name, the argument will proba\;ly work down on
to personal lines and conversation; th us, if he is not a good
conversationalist, the benefit of his written argnment will be lost.

So, I conclude, let those that call not talk take refuge in writing; let
personalities have nothing to do with your correspondents' influence,
unless they can influence for good. The nom-de-plume is not a cowardly
device, but a sensible form of protection against prejudice and personal
attacks.

Let us keep intact the" freedom of the pen," in which cause, I sign
myself,

INCOGNITUS.

OUR CONTEl\IPORARIES.

\Ve acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following
and apologize for any accidental omissions ;-

The AlleYlliall
The Blulldelliall
The Boys' Brigade Gazefte
The Hritatlllia Magazille
The Callfordiatt
The Cheltollian
The City of LOlldOIl School

Magazille
The Clavillim/
The Clzjtolliall
The Dovoriall
The DlIllelmiall
The Eo,stbollrlliall
The Elizabethan
The Etoll College Chrollicle
The Feftesiall
The Hailej'bllriall

The ]ollYllal of the HOll.
Artillery CompallY

The Lallcillg College Magazine
The Limit
The Lorretolliall
The 1\'[al'lbl/rim/
The Mill Hill Magazine
The Ousel
The Paulille
The R.A .F.College Magazille
The R.M.A. JUagazille
The R.M.C. l11agazille
The Radleiall
The Reptollim/
The Trillity College (Torollto)

Magazille
The Wyhelw1I1ist
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HOUSES.

[JULY.

The School House (a).
James', Curteis', \Vood's, \Vhitehead's, \Vildman's, Carey's,

Parry-Jones' (b).
Tancock's, \Vilson's, Dunkin's, Bensly's (e).

Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, Tindall's, Fox's (d).
Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's, Elderton's (j).

Milford's, Ross's (g).
O'Hanlon's (h).

Town (T).
Preparatory (Prep.).



NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

All Business Communications with
regard to the Shirburlliall should
be made to the Publishers at
The Abbey Book Shop,The Parade,
Sherborne, Dorset, to whom alone
Subscriptions should be sent',



NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Letters and Articles intended for publication should
be sent to the EDITOR, School House, Sherborne, Dorset.

The Annual Subscription is 6/6 including postage. The
ShirburIliall is published six times in the year, twice each
term.

Subscribers changing their addresses are requested to
communicate at once with the PUBLISHERS, as otherwise
the Shirbumial/ cannot possibly be forwarded to them.
This applies especially to subscribers entering or leaving
the Universities.

No anonymous contribution will be accepted, but the
full name must be enclosed in a sealed envelope, which
will not be opened if the article be rejected.

If an article is to be continued in successive numbers,
the whole is to be sent in at once.

No contribution will be inserted, which is not the bona tide
production of some one who is, or has been, a Member of
the School.

\Ve decline to hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our contributors.

Contributors are requested to write legibly, and
only on ONE side of the paper.


